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Mccollum favors·
funds for ·r ebels ·

•

•

by Tim Ball.
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

On Wednesday, U.S. Congressman Bill McCollum spoke to the College Republicans,
UCF students, and guests about current
topics including funding to rebels in Central
America, raising the legal drinking age, and
cutting financial aid to students.
On the issue of financial aid for college
_ students, McCollum said that he supports
President Reagan's "ideals" in proposing
tighter restrictions for those applying for
guaranteed student loans. He said the real
issue is 'establishing a ·"fair test" of the ·actual need of each student applying for fincancial aid. He supports the Reagan proposal
that aid would be restricted to families which
have a combined total income of less than
$30,000. McCollum indicated that many middle class families are taking advantage of the
present loan requirements and added ''Middle class AmericB.]ls will have to suffer along
with everyone else."
Having recently ret~ned from the a tour of

Central America, McCollum made the major
topic of his discussion the current, political
and economic situations in that region. In
particuliar; he was concerned with the
possibility of a mass emmigration of Latin
Americans to the United States if the Contras, a rebel group trying to overthrow the .
Marxist-Leninist regime of Nicaragua,
should fail and fall subject to the policies of
the Nicaraguan government. In an attempt .
to aid the Contras, the United States actively
supports them with monetary aid.
McCollum said that if the Contras fail to
liberate Nicaragua, many in the U.S. would
feel ~orally obligated to aid the 150,000 to
200,00 refugees fleeing from Central
America. As a result, the United States could
find itself supporting many of these refugees.
McCollum made it clear where he stands on
the issue. In referring to the Contra.s, he said
"I think they're the good guys." If the
Qnited States fails to give substantial
Bill Mccollum, Republican congres~man from Florida
monetary aid to the Contras, McCollum
revealed a possible scenario that could result. visited UCF Wednesday. He spoke on several important
issues including funding to rebels in Central America. He
fielded student's questions on raising the drinking age, and
SEE REPUBLICANS PAGE 7 financial .aid r~stdctions

Graham
stabs
students

Senators walk out
to save measure
by Ted Young

by Mike Rhodes
*

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The Board of Regents
Pathway to Excellence prO*
gram came into question
Thursday morning when
Florida Governor Bob
Graham's budget proposals
for the universities were made
public. The budget deals a
serious blow to students'
pocketbooks with close .to a
13 percent tuition increase for
next year and over 25 percent
increase the year after that.
''All I can say right now is
that Graham's proposals are
devastating.and insensitive,"
said Tom Abrams, executive
director of the Florida Student Association.
The Regents' Pathway to
Excellence program called for
some increases in funding to
support achieving its goals,
but nowhere near the almost
40 percent tuition increase
that Graham has proposed.
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SEE GRAHAM PAGE 3

Of the faculty that teach at UCF, only 22.6
percent are professors: 34 percent are
associate'professors; 33 percent are assistant professors.
Source: 1982 Fall APF/State University System
Jeff Glick/Future

On Tuesday, six senators . walked
out of the senate meeting in order 1to
prevent a vote from being taken on
the reconsideration of the resolution
passed ~ving funding for qusiness
day.
Near the end of the senate meeting
Senator Bill Tucker, chairman of the
Organizations, Appropriations, and
Finance Committee, brought up the
reconsideration of a resolution. This
resolution had been passed the week
before by a 12-6 margin and alloc~ted
$1400 to Business Day. "None of us
were prepared for the reconsideration,
it was a complete surprise to me."
said Steve Phillip, Senator of
Busi'ness.
During the midst of debate the
meeting had to be moved from the college of engineering to the student
senate workroom. The engineering
room had 'a class scheduled to meet at
6 p.m. When the meeting reconvened,
the absence of several senators, who
had supported the bill the week
before, caused the numbers to sway·in
favor of those opposed to the resolu-

ti on.
A vote was taken ·and a decision to
reconsider was passed. At this point
business senators; Steve Phillips,
Therese Hamilton and Jim Combs;
arts and sciences senator, Alan
TraWick; liberal studies senator, Tim
Puthoff; and education senator, Kelli
Hartley, all of whom were ag~nst the
reconsideration or reduction in funds
for business day, walked out of the
meeting. This action left t.he meeting
.Without a quorum and the remaining
senators were unable to vote on the
reconsideration.
"This was an abuse of parliamentary procedure by senators who
desire to satisfy their individual opinions rather than represent their constituen:ts and the student body as a
whole," said Patty Pynes, chairmen
of Services Committee, college of arts
and sciences. ,
The senators left the ·meeting in a
disruptive fashion, yelling and
laughing. Later that evening, education senator Hartley, who walked out
of the meeting, said, ''I did not like
this and felt really bad about walking
out. I almost stayed because I felt it
SEE SENATE PAGE 7

0 PAGEANT AWARDS

0 WOMAN FORGES

The Miss UCF pageant will
A UCF student's credit
award a total of $2,500 in union account was forged by
scholarships to the winner her roommate, according to
and runners-up of the 1985 campus police. An investigacampus pageant.
tion by police revealed that
More than a dozen women the forgery suspect, who comattending VCF will compete mitted the crimes in January,
0 ENGINEER FAIR
for
the crown on Feb. 15. The was the 18-year old student's
Feb. 20, the Joint Council of
will receive a $1000 roommate. Formal charges
winner
Engineering
Student
scholarship,
and will also go are not being pressed at this
Societies will present the
·
on
to
compete
in the Miss time.
Engineering Fair which will
Florida
pageant.
feature contests, prizes, exThe pageant will be held in
hibits and displays. ·
the
Student
Center
The opening ceremonies
Auditorium
at
7
p.m.
Admiswill start at 10 a.m. and the
sion
is
$4
for
adults,
$2 for
final competition will be at 3
12,
and
free
to
children
under
p.m.
UCF
students
with
validated
The theme of the fair is
0 ALUMNI RELATIONS
"Engineering: Turning Ide::is ID cards.
Tom Watkins, formerly the
Into Reality." The guest 0 SPEECH ON ISRAEL
speaker will be Bob Gunter,
A free lecture entitled director of alumni programs
director of NASA's Future 'Forces of-Change in Israeli for James Madison UniverisiAerospace projects, -at noon Society, Jewish and Arab' ty . in Virginia, has been apin the Student Center will be given by Professor pointed director of the annual
Auditorium. All students are Eliezer Rafaeli on Feb. 18 at 8 fund and alumni relations at
welcome to co:rpe. For further p.m. in- the Engineering UCF.
In his new position,
information call Mary Auditorium. A reception will
follow.
Watkins
will be in charge of
MacArthur at 678-7 444.
Rafaeli, an authority of the the alumni fund raising and
sociology and history of budgets, and any major gift
Israel, is the, Chancellor of - clubs with donations ranging
0 FUTURE SUBMITS AUDIT
The Future's financial audit Haifa University. The lecture from $100 to $10,000. He will
for 1983-84 ,was submitted to will be the second one offered also be responsible for
by the 1985 UCF Distinguish- overseeing the alumni counDr. Colbourn February 6.
The audit, which was sub- ed Speakers Series in J udaica. cil, improving communicaFor additional information, tions to alumni, and increasmitted by Toney W. Bryant,
director of Internal Auditing, call Dr. Shmuel Bolozky at ing participation of graduates
concentrated mainly on pro- 275-2476 or Dr. Joan in special alumni programs.
cedures in billing and record Johnson-Freese at 275-2608.
·
keeping.
0 WEEK OF MUSIC
Other recommendations
The UCF Department of
concerned safeguarding of Music will present two events
assets and better organiza· during the week of Feb. 17.
tion of the business office.
The UCF Community SymThe report also.contained a phony Orchestra will have its
response ·by _Mike Rhodes, third annual free concert, and 0 BACH FESTIVAL
editor in chief of The Future. pianist David Watkins will
The 1985 Bach Festival of
Winter Park will include three
perform on campus.
0 FAMINE AID
The orchestra's concert will performances on Feb._ 21, 22,
UCF students will soon be held Feb. 17 at 7:30 p.m. at and 23 at Rollins College.
have the opportunity to join Orlando's Congregation of
Highlighting the festival
campuses nationwide in an ef- Liberal Judaism. The will be performances by
fort to help the victims of featured soloist will be UCF renowned vocalists such as
African famine.
violinist Sabina Micarelli. Jan DeGaetani and Douglas
On Feb. 26, a Call-to-Action The audience will hear works Lawrence. The festival will
table will be on campus. The by Dvorak, Berlioz, Reznicek, also include a performance of
table will provide information Faure, and Chabrier.
Bach's "B Minor Mass" and
about bills pending in ConWatkins will perform on Handel compositions.
gress that would giv_e funds campus Feb. 22 at 8 p.m. in
Ti~kets for the various
to the victims and promote the UCF music rehearsal hall. events range in price from $10
food production in the future. The program will include to $45, depending on how
Students who stop at the works by Bach, Haydn, many events a ticket will be
table will be able to write let- Chopin and Liszt. Watkins is good for. For more informaters supporting the bills to a frequent performer with the tion, call the Bach Festival
their senators and represen- Atlanta Virtuosi Chamber Office at 646-2182.
tatives.
Ensemble and a member of 0 ART AUCTION
The United Nations has the music faculty at KenAn art auction and sale will
called it the worst famine in nesaw College in Georgia. The be presented by the Officers'
human history. Twenty-seven charge will be $3, which will Wives Club of Navy Orlando
African nations have declared be donated to the UCF music ·on March 10, with all proceeds
going to charity.
food shortage or famine. scholarship fund.
Students who have questions
The auction will be held at
For further information,
or wish to help can contact contact Bill Daum at the Commissioned Officers'
Club in the Naval Training
Helen Rayner at 423-0439. 275-2504.
Center of Orlando from l to 5
p.m. A wine and cheese party
will be held, and door prizes
will be given away.
For more information, call
Advertising
Confetti/Features
282-4318.
275-2865 or
275-2601
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0 SUIT AGAINST BAR

University of Tennessee
football player Timothy Terrell III died in an auto accident last January after drinking alcohol at Gabby's, a
popular local tavern.
His mother is . suing the
tavern for $1 million, charging
that Gabby's employees con-

Tim Barto/Future

Any Takers?

Found: one woman's brassiere! Passersby took a double.
·take as they noticed this "no parking" sign clothed in a
woman's undergarment. The article can be claimed at the
lost and found desk if accurate description is given.

tinued serving her son, a
minor, after he was "visibly
intoxicated.'' The complaint
cites Tennessee laws prohibi ting the sale of alcohol to
minors or to anyone who is
·
visibly intoxicated.

0
ATHLETES
ALCOHOL

RATE

A survey of NCAA
athletes' drug use revealed
that more than 80 percent
had used alcohol in the
previous year . . Michigan
State researchers noted that
the incidence of alcohol use
was the same for nonathletes.
In addition, the researchers
found that 27 percent of the
2,048 athletes had used marijuana in the previous year.
Sixteen percent had used
anti-inflammatory drugs.
0 . BLACKS
ACADEMICS

AND

inadequate high school
preparation compounds the •
problem, according to the ~
study.
0 DIPLOMA SALES

(>

An Oregon man, accused of
selling 2,500 bogus diplomas
nationwide, has University of
Texas registrars searching for •
_phony graduates.
The FBI shut down Dennis
Gunter's paper mill in June •
1984, and seµt the university
the names of 50 people
holding the fake diplomas...
University officials must~
determine if the people really .
earned the degrees or bought
•
them.
Registrar Albert Meerzo ·
says the process will take
time because the FBI sent on- ...
ly names, not addresses, of
the students.
0 GRADUATES AND JOBS ~
If you 're among the

nation's l.3 million graduates
this year, a service called •
Entrylink· USA could help
you find a job.
Designed to supplement
traditional hiring methods, it •
provides a computerized
data base of qualified
graduates to companies seek- "
ing entry-level personnel. Us·
ing graduate profiles, a can·
didate's talents are matched •
with each employer's hiring
needs.
Entrylink applications are .,
available by writing to Entrylink, P.O. Box 6339, New
York, NY 10128 or by calling
(800) 642-9606.
•

Despite starting out with
higher degree goals than
whites, 55. 7 percent of the nation's black students drop
out, compared to 38.4 percent
of white students, an Educational Research Service
report shows.
White students were found
to have a B grade average
while blacks score averages
between B-minus and C-plus, compiled by Colleen Moore
and gradu_a te one term later. This week's production staff"
Racial and financial bar- was Carol Edwards, Blenus
riers hinder most blacks, and Martin and Kelly Ruff

.................................................................. ............................................ .
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The Regents' plan called for
increases in public and
private funding as well as a
moderate tuition hike.
Although student lobbying
groups had originally supported the Pathway program,
some now feel Lhat it may
have to take back seat to
fighting Graham's prop.osal:

a

•
•

•
•

•

•

0

One of the prime goals of
the Pathway program is to
put the university system's
qaulity of faculty in the top
quartile of the nation. The
Regents Study Commission
on Funding For Excellence
found that to. be the major
area in which Florida's
universities are lacking.. The
overall increase to make the
jump would only be 9.4 percent according to the commission's study.
Abrams stressed student
involvement in the situation.
"Suddenly we have to make
fighting this our number one
priority," said Abrahms. He
encourages studen_ts, parents
and .everyone else who is
"committed to students" to
write the Governor and voice
their opinions.
Over the past two years
alone, tuition has gone up
more than 30 percent.
Abrams said that this next

proposal could literally wipe
out access to university
education for many middle
and lower-middle class
students. Abrams was even
more concerned with the proposal 's effect on minority
ference came a joint resolution signed by
by Mike Rhodes
students. "I find it hard to
representatives
of each organization.
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
.Newell, who has been a champion for the
believe that the Governor has
a true dedication to solving
The first annual Student Leadership and students in the State University System,
the problem of minority retenEducational Conference convened last stressed the importance of students to state
tion, especia)ly in ligh~ of
weekend, bringing together four of the big· policy-making in regard to the state govern- ·
this,'' Abrams said.
gest student fobbying groups in the state. ment. In her dinner address, Newell said
One of the major goals of
The conference was the first ever of its kind "You are the single most critical lobbyists in
state education officials has
and featured workshops and some of the the state." She went on to cite the many
been minority retention.
state's most important leaders in university issues ~hat the SUS will be dealing with, inVice President for Student
education.
eluding the Pathway to Excellence program.
Affairs, Dr. LeVester Tubbs,
A few of those leaders were; Ralph Turl- Other goals Newell expressed were maintainsaid that Graham's proposal
ington, Commissioner of Education; Clark ing access, affirmative action and one of the
coupled with the federal
Maxwell, Director of Community Colleges; biggest priorities, getting Florida's faculty
government's cut in financial · Barbara New~ll. Chancellor of the State quality in the top quartile in the nation by
aid will "definitely have an
University System; Marvin Davies, Assis- next year.
impact on enrollment."
tant to the Governor and Director of MinoriIn his speech, Gunter .attacked the recent
A plan that student
ty Affairs; and Bill Gunter, Commissioner of apathy in resolving the declining quality of
organizations and the BOR
Insurance and a leading candidate for the education and· prioritizing of defense spenhad endorsed, has now almost
1986 gubernatorial race.
, ding. "I'm for a strong defense, but I've
fallen along the wayside. The
More than 300 students from all over the always thought that education was the first
FSA had endorsed an indexstate attended the weekend meeting of stu- line for the best rational defense."
ing tuition hike program
dent leaders. A thirteen member contingent
Gunter added, "Every one of us is in a posiwhich would put a five per·
from UCF attended including members of tiOn of responsibility," when it comes to
cent cap on i;tnnual tuition
each of the three Student Government bran- education.
rises and require matching
ches ~nd a member of the media.
The Florida Student Association, of which
funds from. the legislature.
One of the most overwhelming ideas behind UCF is a member, was created in 1976 by the
Even if the legislature raised
the conference was the resolve to join forces State Council of Student Body Presidents
tuition five percent every
as one lobbying force. The four .groups, the and based in Tallahassee. The student body
year the total hike under the
Florida Black Student Association, the .presidents act as the board of directors for
program would still be much
Florida Independent Student Association, FSA and they meet on a monthly basis. The
less than recent hikes have in·
the Florida Junior College Student Govern- working staff in Tallahassee is headed by Exdicated they could be,
ment Association, and the Florida Student ecutive Director Tom Abrams, a ·former stuStudent proponents felt
Association, represent over one ' niillion dent body president ~t Florida ·State Univer-·
that the indexing program
students collectively. Unfortunately the sity, and Legislative Director Eddy Suarez.
was the most suitable com·
groups have had some difficulty lobbying as
Through its·work, FSA has been successful
promise and in its form
one group, and consequently are less effec- · in lobbying against tuition hikes, the drinkpreyented massive hikes like
tive.
ing age and many other student concerns.
the ones Graham has propos·
This weekend however, brought the groups FSA is currently lobbying in six specific ·
ed.
together, and with the conclusion of the con- areas

Conference gives insight
into student·lobbying

HER.OES . ATHLETIC OUTLET
Where You Can
Buy
.
Name Brand Athletic
Footwear ·. and Clothing
At

.

30°10 lo 50°10
FEATURING:

OFF

NIKE · REEBOK · ~DIDAS
NEW BALANCE · ETONIC ·BROOKS
CONVERSE· PUMA· TIGER
1919 Aloma Ave

Winter Park Corners
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Is there -life after death?
What .is the other side really like?

Meet a man who came back from the dead!
DAVE ROEVER will share his experience of
dying and coming back to life on
February 18
at the
Student Center Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m.

•

This is presented by Mainstream, the Young Single Adult Ministry of Calvary Assembly,
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park, FL 32789; Phone: (305) 644-1199
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College looks for a .few·good ·chairme-n
by Colleen Moore

Holten said there are some advan- can contribute to the stress which
being a chairman, ''There is a would lead to a high turnover.
little honor attached to the job. In adThe ex-chairmen are justified in
dition, your contract is increased to 12 feeling underpaid and overworked,
months." But does Holten think the said UCF President Trevor Colbourn.
rewards make up for the hard work? He said that a salary increase could
"No!" he said, laughing. "That's why help solve the · turnover problem .
we have nine people quitting.'.'
"The average salary for faculty posiAccording to interim dean of the tions at UCF isn't high enough to atcollege of arts ' and sciences, Jack tract and keep the ki:q.d of faculty we
Rollins, "There is no ominous, dark want to hire." reason why this has happened. It was
a matter of pure probability. There
Dr. Clifford Eubanks, dean of the
has been a turnover of chairmen in all college of business administration,
of UCF's colleges. We have 19 agreed with Colbourn. "If we had the
chairmen, a very large number funds to hire the faculty that we
relative to the other colleges at,UCF. want, and to support them once they
· Some of them were bound to step were here, we would probably have
down sometime. A number of our peo- fewer problems with turnover." The
pie had l5een with us for a long time. college of business administration·
Some decided to step down so they recently lost a potential faculty
would have more time for teaching member to a California school. "We
and research, which j.s necessary if a could tell that he was someone who
facu!ty qiember wants to attain rank would have been a valuable addition
of full professor."
to our faculty, but the other ~chool ofThree of the nine chairmen who fered him a salary that was $6,000
resigned were associate professors more than what we could offer.''
when they took ·over the chairman- . Colbourn said it would be difficult
ship. "An associate professor who is to Offer higher salaries to the
also a chairman does not have the chairmen. ''This is because right now,
time to do the research and UCF is at the bottom of funding for
publishing that is required in order to the nine major Florida universities."
advance to full professorship. He is
Colbourn explained that the funtoo busy with paperwork . and other ding problem may soon be alleviated.
chair duties,'' Rollins added.
"Right now, legislation is pending in
According · to Rollins, more than Congress that would give the nine
one third of UCf' s student popula- major universities more flexibility in
tion is enrolled in the departments the management of the money that
within ~he college of arts and they get from the state. If the legislasciences. They have so many .tion is passed, we won't get more
chairmen that it is difficult to give money, but we will have more control
them the close guidance that the over how.we spend it. Currently, UCF
chairmen in smaller colleges get. This is subject ·to the Department of Adtage~ to

FUTURE WRITER

•

College of Arts and Sciences, compri.sed of 19 departments, is still trying to replace the nine department
• chairmen
who resigned recently.
Two chairmen who decided to
resign gave explanations why the tur• nover has been so high. "A department chairman has a much heavier
workload than a faculty member,"
• said Dr. Stuart Lilie, chairman of the
political science department. "I have
decided to step down from the chair• manship because I like teaching, and
as chairman I don't get to teach very
·
much.''
Dr. Gary Holten, ex-chairman of
the department of public service administration, said, ''Even though a
c·hairman
is
automatically
• guaranteed summer employment, the
overall pay increase is not
significant."
According to Holten, "A chairman
must be in the office virtually 40
hours a week, something a faculty
• . member is not required to do.
Students· and faculty come to a chairman for help with almost any problem. T~e amount of pap~rwork is ab0
solutely unbelieveable. A lot of it is
trivial. There is a mountain of paperwork to wade through. I decided to
• resign, because I didn't want to move
into academic administration as a
career. The job held me back from doing research. I have been doing
research for a book for six years. Being a chairman is a drag on advancing
as a professor.''

•

ministration in Tallahassee with
regard to how we spend state funds.
If the legislation is passed, we will be
able to eliminate faculty positions
that are currently unfilled because we
can't offer a high enough salary. Then
we will transfer the money that would
have paid for them to positions that
are already filled._This way we could
pay higher salari~s to faculty
members and chairmen thus making
their situation easier."
·Chairmen do not receive enough
compensation for their work, according to Rollins, "The university
should recognize the difficult job that
chairmen do. I think we have to treat
them better salary-wise. A
chairman's salary is no different~than
a person's of comparable rank on the
teaching staff."
Rollins said there are "intangible"
benefits to being a chairman, ''A
chairman can play a significant role in
the dev.elopment qf the department,
and lead it in the direction that he
thinks it should go. He can take acertain pride in that.''
Holten · said that chairman have
many duties, "He must approve curriculum changes, make decisions on
budget allocations in the department,
and evaluate the faculty every year.
They are also responsible for reporting evaluations to the dean and
recommending how merit money in
raises for faculty should be
distributed. However, the ·w9rkload
comes in peaks and .valleys
throughout the year."
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You can be part of the
greatest alliance in American
business history - Electronic
Data Systems and General Motors.
This alliance combines the
information processing strengths
of EDS with the resources of the
largest company in the natfon.
And with it comes vast
opportunities for you - the kind
that business professionals can
spend their entire careers seeking.
You're alie~dy startµig at the top
with our outstanding resources
.for growth and success. And the
only way to go is up.
We're looking for self-starters
- people with the confidence to
set high goals and the
determination to reach them. We
want to put you at the core of
EDS' operations as a Systems
Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers
use both business ?fid technical
skills to solve complex problems
for our clients.
The SEO Program will ~
prepare you for the leadership

responsibilities you will have in
the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts
approxim_ately 18 months and will
undoubtedly be o.ne of the most
rigorqus and _rewarding business
experiences of your life. You'll
r~ceive intensive classroom
training, and you'll also have the
chance to deal directly with our
customers. You'll gain knowledge
that will place you far ahead of
your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting
position with unlimited growth
potential.
To qualify for the SEO
Program, you must be a college
gr~duate with a technical aptitude
and an outstanding record of
achievement. You should have a
major in Management Information
Systems, Computer Information
Systems, Computer Science, or
Engineering. We will also consider
candidates with any academic
major and a strong interest in
business and information
proces5ing. In addition,

you must be flexible to
relocate and travel. Finally, you
must be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. If you are a
successful candidate, EDS will
reward you with a competitive
compensatidn package. And you're
sure to thrive in our corporate
environment Where. rewards are
based on achievement - not
seniority.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARD JOINING THE
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS
HISTORY.
Contact your college placement
office today to schedule an
interview "\Vi.th a local EDS
recruiter. Or write to: Electronic
Data Systems .Corporation, 7171
Forest Lane, Dept. 1TS0465,

•

Dallas, TX 75230. (214) 661-6060.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

ECS

Electronic Data Systems Corporation
•

•
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Dormitories may get reserved parking
•

Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

Parking at UCF has always been more than a
chore, but it may become even harder if a senate
resolution designed to provide reserved spaces for
dorm residents is enacted.
The Resolution, introduced by William Dietz,
senator for arts and sciences, calls for the Parking

REPUBLICANS
FROM PAGE l

•
•
0

..

The congressman stated that _he
strongly believes that if the
Nicaraguan government should
prevail over the Contras, U.S. troop
involvement in Central America
would become inevitable. He added,
"I don't want that to happen."

SENATE

•

was a questionable tactic. I did not like the jumping around and their behavior. I was kind of let
down and really wish it had not come to this. It·
really looks bad for
student government."
\\'.hen asked if business students persuaded the
business , senators to leave the meeting, Tim
Albrecht, student government vice president said,
"possibly."
"I can not say whether their actions were right or
wrong, I don't encoura£e them to walk out of
meetings, but it is a tactic that they decided to

designated strictly for campus· residents. The
stickers would be available through the University
Police. In addition, small yellow "R's" would be
painted in the spaces reserved for the dorm
students.

At present the Interhall Council has determined
that 502 dorm students own c~s. "I believe we
need to represent the vast majority of students on
campus, yet we need to serve the needs of the
Dorm students would be issued special stickers minority dorm students," said Randy Blosser,
senator Al'ts and Sciences, seat five.
other students when they return home."

After his speech, Congressman McCollum fielded questions from the audience. One of these questions dealt
with the recent congressional decision
to withold federal highway funds
from states that refuse to raise the
drinking age to 21. He received his
warmest round of applause of the
afternoon when he indicated that he is
strongly opposed to raising the legal
right to drink, saying "Its just not

FROM PAGE 1

•

and Traffic Committee to establish parking spaces
designated strictly for dorm students in parking
lots 2,4,8,9, and the dirt lot next to Seminole Hall.
"I don't feel that this will take away parking
spaces from commuter students because there will
be fewer spaces than dorm students cars, and since
those cars are already there it wiJl simply allow
dorm students to make appointments, go shopping
and still be able to park near their homes just like

logical."
that Congress will repeal its decision
He emphasized that by raising the to force state legislatures to raise the
drinking age, state legislatures are drinking age to 21.
discriminating against a large portion
McCollum disapproved of the moof adults, and that it just is not fair. · tion before Congress which would ban
McCollum said that he would rather alcohol · advertising from radio and
support a plan to properly educate television.
teenagers on the possible dangers of
"I'm generally a conservative conalcohol. Moans could be heard from gressman, but on some issues, such as
the, audience, however, when the con- raising the drinking age, I can be
gressman stated that it is "doubtful" l i b e r a l . ' '

use,'' he said
The $1400 in student government money
allocated for business day will be spent on beer,
hamburgers and hotdogs, buns, napkins, relish,
ketchup and other such items. "I do not feel this is
a proper use of student funds. They (the business
department) could pay for it themselves. In fact
there was not even an attempt by the Markting
club to get the other clubs and area businesses to
help fund the day. Council Business Organizing has
been.raising less and less and demanding more and
more,'' said William Dietz, arts and sciences
senator.
Should other colleges get the same consideration
when they decide to have a similar type of party?

"Yes, I don't see why not. I think its the way
students want their money to be spent, to just go
out and have a goOd time," said Puthoff, liberal
studies senator. If the student senate were to equally fund such an event for each of the colleges at
UCF it would take up the majority of the working
fund. The business day alone consumes 10 percent
of the present senate working fund.
"I am a bit hesitant to see us subsidizing parties
like this. This is not one of the wisest expenditures
in the world. They are spending 10 percent of their
working fund on it," said John Sowinski, student
body president.

Student Government
Elections

•

Petittons Available:
Declaration of Candidacy
Forum:
Elections:
Declaration of Candidacy:

March 4
March 18,19
March 26,27
April 1,2,3

Fo.r mo.re info.rmatio.n, stop. by SC 200.

Opinion~
"- ~~v~~~~
~)

~

Man is unable to create a heaven
on earth, but now we are reaching
higher. Tuesday the U.S. Department of Transportation approved
preliminary plans to launch human
remains into orbit.
The Celestis Group of Melbourne
is marketing the service that could
begin as early as 1986 or '87.
Rockets carrying over 10,000 capsules of ashes would be launched
1,900 miles -into orbit at a cost of
about $3,900 each.
The nose cone of the rocket will be
coated with a· reflective substance so
that the dearly departed will be visible from earth with the aid of a
telescope.
The space age has given us such
marvelous things as pocket
calculators and Tang, .but these pale
next to the magnitude of the ability
to "bury" people in space. Saying,
"He's up there," about a dead person certainly takes on a new meaning.
This all might seem silly to some,
but it actually raises complex
religious questions.
Do people who can afford to have
their ashes launched in orbit have an
unfair advantage of actually getting
into heaven?
Even a practicing agnostic can see that it couldn't hurt to be closer to
God when the time comes. He might
give points for trying. Why take a
chance?
The same basic philosophy applies
in the classroom. Students who want .
to be noticed by the instructor sit in
front. Those who don't sit in back.
In fact, it could turn into an allout ash race. People who could afford it might not be content to circle
a mere 1,900 miles above eart h and
would pay to go even further.
The hierarchy-in this man-made
heaven· would be based on money.
Kind of like real life.
,
This brings up the question of
whether there should be a screening
process to determine who is allowed
to take advantage of this service. At
very least there should be a minimal
one like there is to buy a handgun,
asking if the deceased has been convicted of a felony.
Someone gazing up at the night
sky to be comforted by their loved
one streaking past will hardly want
muggers and convenience store robbers sharing payload space.
The problem is that it will put
funeral directors, who often act like
well-tailored used car salesmen, in
the position of little gods.
Instead of St. Peter at the Pearly
Gates, we will have these guys going over applications to see if someone qualifies for orbital bliss.
Hardly an appealing situation.
But we can all be comforted in the
fact that despite the strides that
man has made, he still falls short of
being a god. The orbit of the rockets
are expected to last about 63 million
years. That is a long time, but it
still falls far short of an eternity.

You've probably been through this
scene countless times: a friend spots
you trotting down the sidewalk,
says, "Hey, how's it going?" and
before you can get a word in ·
edgewise, they've disappeared.
After it happens a few times, you
may come up with some sort of pat
answer to the question. Either that
or you just stand there kind of
slack-jawed while they take off i;nto
the wild blue yonder.

Governor Gra-h am puts
the screws to students
The Board of Regents Pathway to Excellence program may
be for the students of the State University System, but_Governor Graham's pathway is obviously through the students.
_I pointed out in last week's editorial how cuts in financial aid
would hurt higher education and keep many intelligent
students from receiving the educatiof\ they warrant. Many
Florida students can count on it now.
What is so bothersome is Graham's total disregard for the
tuition indexing program offered by the various student lobbying groups. Granted, it won't double the money students pay
into the system any time soon. But why should it?
It is more a question of how many times will we pay for a colleg0' education. Public funding in the form of taxes is the major
financial support for the st~te universities. -Thaf s why they
are open to the public. Well, maybe I should say they're open
to the public who can afford it.
The BOR's Pathway to Excellence program only calls for
about a ten percent hike in overall faculty salary, and as they
see it, faculty is where the State University System is falling
short the most. The SUS general revenue has been increase
steadily by a rate of about ten percent annually. While this increase hardly matches the funding necessary to properly administer the system or put the faculty standard into the upper
quartile nationally, it is substantial enough to sustain certain
standards. It certainly is s.u bstantial enough not to warrant a
huge increase like Graham has proposed.
Governor Gi:-aham also should set some realistic goals and
have the sense enough to realize the devastating impact his
proposal will have if approved. It should be obvious enough
that a great number of people will not be able to pay such exhorbitant fees. Students don't even have the loan option ·
anymore. As a result scores of student will lose out.
Some people have asserted that there is no constitutional
guarantee to a college education. They are right. But lack of
money should not keep intelligent' people who want a college
education from getting one.
Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief
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What's going on here? We have
become so conditioned to
acknowledging another's presence
that we do it automatically-and
that's the problem. A lot of the time
the words are spoken, but the brain
isn't making the connection.
You may be saying, ''Well, so
what? After all, I did say 'hi.' At
least I didn't just slide by the other
person." After all, who wants to be
regaled with someone's sordid tale
of all their trials and tribulations?
When there's only ten minutes between classes and you gotta eat
lunch sometime, it's awful hard to
stand there and carry on a conversatiop. with somebody.
But, look at it this way. What if
this was the last time that you ever
saw this person? Yes, it sounds pretty silly, but the only cert~ things
about life are that we are born one
day and we die another day-and
when this happens is open to
speculation. It would be a sad thing
if all one knew about a person was
that they were a "passing acquaintance.' '
Not only that, but each time we
flip a "pat" greeting or a "pat". reply out to a friend passing by, we are
passing up a chance for a few
minutes of human fellowship, for
sharing a little bit of ourselves with
somebody else-even if all it is is a
smile or a warm 'Take care!'
Instead, take a few seconds, or
whatever, and give that "passing acquaintance" a more sincere hello.
Slow down a little bit so you can
catch their reply. Don't go rumbling
- down the sidewalk like some sort of
armored car, closed up tight in
yourself. Experience another human
being for a few minutes.
Who knows-you may make it
through .the day without feeling like
Dorothy did when the tornado picked her up out of Kansas-like so
much happened, yet somehow you
weren't actively engaged in the
events that took place.
And if you still feel like you
haven't got the time to b.s. with
every Tom, Dick and Harry you
pass, consider what one of my professors told us one evening: "We all
only have 24 hours. ''

-•
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D Some different answers
Editor:

a

Richard Truett said in last week's Future that for
better relations with the Soviets we have to
'
'
understand three things: where they
have' been,
what they have been through, and why they think
the way they do.
I'll be glad to tell him.
Where have they been? To East Germany, to
Hungary, to Czechoslovakia, to Poland, to Cuba, to
Cambodia, to Angola, to Nicaragua, to
_Afghanistan.
In Afghanistan they air-drop toys that explode
and mutilate little children who pick them up. They
are oh, so patient while they mercilessly subjugate
the Afghans. It is a perfect weapons-tes.t ing range
for them-better than Lebanon or Central America
because Russian weapons can be tested directly by
Russians. It is only a matter of time until the
Afghani army extinguishes itself with small,.Phyrric victories over their Soviet occupiers. After the
Afgha:I?-s are pacified, a new front.
What have they been through? Besides forty
years of bad weather which gives them crop failure
every harvest time? Under their system, they can't
even ,afford to feed their own people.
Truett mentioned Rus~ian casualties during
World War II. It is true that Stalin lamented the
enormous toll the war had taken on his country.
With that strategy he demanded huge booty and
shifted the borders of the Western World. It did
not keep him from systematically annihilating .25
million of his own people to establish communism.
Why do they think the way they do? Because
they are despots to whom human life and individual rights mean nothing and mass obedience
to the state, everything. They rule over 270 million
enslaved citizens who cannot grow food, find a job,
rent an apartment or read books without permission from the government.
It is wrong to suppose that the Soviet Union and
the United States are fundamentally similar, except for differing philosophies, with no moral

EEREIS '
distinction between them.
· One's philosophy is what defines one's interests.
Our philosophy is one committed to the preservation of human liberty. What interests Moscow is
the exercise of absolute power and do~nation.
They are committed to the ·destruction of freedom
and the Western world which values it.
It is important to realize that the Soviets have
set their goal of world domination in terms of centuries. The g~al of each Soviet leader is only to set a
milestone on the way to the ultimate objective-the
victory of socialism. That-not paranoia-is their
·
single mode of thinking.
Ronnie Ciarrocca
Communications

D No guaran,ees
Editor:
In response to your editorial "Reagan budget unsound," I don't believe you were quite as fair to
President Reagan as you could have been.
I agree that in the past 20 years, the American
education system has left a lot to be desired.
Hopefully, between the new Reagan cabinet and
the increase in competition in technological areas,
the education of those that come after us will increase in quality.
.
The problem I had with your article was the
paragraph concerning Federal Student Loans.
Maybe I missed something, but I don 't remember
seeing anything guaranteeing each American a college education. Don't misunderstand me, I believe
FSL's should be provided for those who could prove true financial hardship or have no other chance

for socio-economical enhancement. There are just
too many Tom, Dick .and Harrys out there expec. ting the government to give them a FSL. This has
developed many in today's society to have a
'gimmee-gimmee' attitude.
Remember what John F. Kennedy said? "Ask
not what your country can do for you, but what you
can do for your country." What would be so wrong
about giving four years or so to your country's
defense or forestry service in exchange for educational benefits? How about the military reserves
program. The worst thing that could happen.here is
to learn a trade, get a decent job and have to pay
for part of your own education.
·
Mark J. Cecere
Computer Science

D Accounts serve purpose
Editor:
This is a rebuttal of the two points raised by
Joseph Pompura in last week's "Letters" section of
The Future.
The points that Pompura raised are valid and I
· would like some resp_onse from the chairman·of the
Department of Computer Science, Dr. . Fredrick.
However, I take issue with two points he raised.
First, the "joke" programs he refers to were the .
first program assignment~ of our course and as
such were intended to get the student 'on the
system' with an assignment that would not tax his.
abilities while learning the IBM 4341 's Operating
System protocols. Besides, the teacher may neeci a
dose of 'humor before this semester is over.
Second, Pompura's suggestion to scrap the Accounts Control system software is not well thought
out. This package exists in every industry computer system in some form or other and its purpose
is to prevent the wasteful use of expensive and
limited computer resources.
Mark X. Sweeney
Electrical Engineering

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
- CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

SALES &
SERVICE

FREE:
Extended Service Plan
The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract between you and Ford Motor Company tha t protects you
against unexpe!:ted repair costs on an extensive list
of ma1orcomponents. and lets you drive with peace of
mi nd.
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COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE
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COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVJCE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt. across from UCF.
Recently renovated $375 mo. plus
deposit. Call 281-8274 anytime. ·
furnished, spacious 2 bet 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
$425. 27~-0768. No pets.
Oviedo efficency Apt's furnished.
All utilities and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit re·quired. Pay weekly. Call the
Oviedo Lodge in Down Town
Oviedo 365-5276.
ROOM FOR RENT: Room avoilable
for a female in a four bedroom
spacious house. Only 3 miles from
UCF with pool, tennis, and lake
· facilities. $180/mo. includes
utilities. Call Maria 678-0728 after
6:30 p.m.
Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.

ROOMATES
Female roommate(s) needed immediately. Completely furnished
new townhouse - 2 bedroom, 2
bath, washer/dryer, microwave,
paddle fans. Very near UCF. S250
plus 1/2 utilities or $166.65 plus 1/3
utilities with three people. Call
657-6034. Leave message on ans.
machine. ·
Male roommate needed - 1 mile
from UCF - University Place (right
across from Cambridge Circle) Duplex 2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms $197.50 per month plus 1/2 utilities
- I am a clean guy, responsible,
like to study hard, understandable. I do. not have any financial
or personal problems. Apartment
available immediately. Call
275-317 8 - afternoons, evenings &
anytime during the weekend.
Male/female non-smoker roommate wanted to share 3 bdrm. 2
bath apt. 7 miles from UCF. Must
be neat. Apt. completely furnished, only need own bdrm furniture.
Rent 5155 plus 1/3 util. Call
678-9825 after 6:30 p.m. ask for
Cristie or Cheryl.

Female needed now. 1m. to UCF.
Own room. $150/mo. plus 1/3 util.
Call today.- 277-4249.

Femate roommate wanted, nonsmoker to share 2 bedroom, 2
bath condo close to UCF,
$250.00 plus 1/2 utilities. Call
277-4130 evenings.

Roommate 2 bdrm. apt..678-5374
Jeff.

Female to share completely furnished condo. $250/mo. Includes
all utilities. Call 282-7689 or
855-3655.
4 miles from UCF Share large new
3 bedroom, 2 bath home on Lake
Burkett. Non-smoker preffered.
Call 657-0088.
'
Need someone to share
townhouse. Prefer female nonsmoker - must like cats (1). 5
miles from UCF. Rent $250, Beth
678~0159 after l p.m.

Roommate wanted, 2 bed / l bath
In Haystack East. $167.50 per
month plus 1/2 utilities. Call Scott
281-1592. Leave message on ans.
machine.

11

HELP WANTED

I

Immediate opening. Campus rep.
for moving & and storage company. Own hours. No manual wlrk.
Ca!I Debbie at 869-6999.
Clerical help wanted, part-time
temporary, your hours $:3.50/hr.
Write Box 16744, · Orlando, FL
32861 .
Summer jobs.
Fulltime summer positions.
Above average pay / practical
experience/ 275~7804.

Herballfe - A weight loss program
capable of fantastic results or use
natural herbs and vitamin supplements as a healthy energy
stimulus - ¢all now 425-2122.
English Springer Spaniel pups. Fine
family, hunting, or show dogs. Excellent AKC pe<:figree. 277-3980.
House for sale by owner / UCF
faculty. 4-qdrm. 2-bath 7yr. old
split plan. X-lg. closets, ceiling fans
all rooms, paneled. family rm.,
large kitchen, new roof, fresh paint
inside, .m any xtrs. Howell Estates
location. $80,000- 12% VA (73k)
& $7,000 cash. Call 678-8239 for
appointment.

P.art-time warehouse shipping
clerk. Apply at Colonial Bowling
supply, 211 O N. Forsyth Rd. between 9-5 Mon.-Fri.

Must sell to meet expenses I Sleek · 1975 Dodge Dart. Any reasonable
offer may be considered. Ask for
Kevin 277-6022.

Couple, light work of 20 hours per
week in exchange for furnished
apt. Includes utilities. prefer math,
'computer, or accounting major
for some bookeeping on Apple
Computer. Hours will be taylored
to flt your schedules. In Oviedo,
work-can be shared by both and
does not require computer work if
you wish. Call 365-3648 in evening
or morning.

Couch & matching chairs - In excellent conditon. Call 6 77-1299
after 7 p.m.

Top Pay
Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists. Set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours. Call Ms. Berkson at
831-0022.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000 $50,000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for information.
Students needed to clean homes!
Work around your schedules. Call
699-1636.

FOR SALE

TYPISTS
Typing service, professional typing
and editing. Will correct all grammatical mistakes. Guaranteed 0
errors. Term papers - $2 per page,
resumes $10 and up. Carmen
Deeds, DS,MS 876-4257.
TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.
Top quality word processing service . Term papers, Thes.es,
resumes & cover letters, research
papers & reports. Accuracy at
budget rates. Call 275-6761 or
657-0943.
Typing Services - Reasonable
rates - Professional work - Word
processing used. Ten min. from
UCF. Call Chris 381-0123.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

1982 Suzuki 450 GS
Excellent condition
Must Sell Sl,250
(305) 282-0495

T.I. Home computer with 3 game
modules. New! Still in the box. $75
657-9349.
Sloppy Joe Furniture Sofa, rocker
chair, 2 end tables, 2 lamps, otterman $500.00 Ph. 277-0957 or
282-4800.
1979 Mazda GLC, 4-speed, 30
mpg city. 54,000 mi., new battery, body rusty, very dependable,
you drive you like. Asking $1,100.
Call Steve at 275-3520
Three reg. quarter horse mares for
. sale. Two are in foal, all classy,
gentle, healty $1,500-2,000.
365-4195. 1974 TOYOTA COROLLA
AC, 4 spd., AM/FM Cossette, good
MPG, clean interior, dependable
5700. 894-3259 after 6 p.m.
19 mos. qn a 2 yr. membership left
at Fitness Unlimited in Winter Park.
Great price! Call Bill at 275-3127.
Look healthy - feel healthy - be
healthy - with a complete line of
100% natural, 100% money-back
guaranteed vitamins. Shaklee Products below retail. Call 281-1462.
Keep Trying.
Established word processing
business with excellent potential
and proven profitability for sale
277-3980.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
todayl
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

Translations and interpretations,
German / Spanish. Experienced.
896-8793.

We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and
ON TIMERates:
$2.00/page-regular
(The best you'll find)
$2.50/page-overnight

LEARN THE 7 easy steps to writing
penetrating resumes / cover lotter
for a professional I nonprofessional position. Send $9.95
for high tech resume booklet to
Paper Processor Ink., P.O. Bos 7, Ft.
Lauderdale FL 33302.

Both rates include GRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, also a free title
pag~ and a report cover.

TUTOR - EE grad student teaches EE,
Math and CS courses. Call
671-0209.

FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY

277·3980 (CALL 24 HOURS)

Crisis Pregnancy Center .
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you. ·

WORDMASTERS

RESUMES
Deslgned{Typed-65 7-0C 79.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth con1t ol
information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Oroanization
1700 w. Colonial Drive, Orlando ·.
898-0921

Typing-Word Processlng-Fasr Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, r~ports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

PERSONALS

I

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517. .
$5 off with this ad

Scott, my love for you is
everlasting. Happy Valentines
Day. Always, Kelly.

Male white, brown eyes, slim 33
yrs. 5'7" 140 lbs. college graduate
. enjoys sports, outdoors, travel,
and music seeks a young woman
bteen. 19 and 30 yrs. slim,
educated for a lasting relationship
full of joy and love. Call Abraham
788-1356.

A A'3LE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelllng.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Displaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day 'service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

I speak French and would like to
meet someone who is interested
In French language to possibly exchange Spanish . .Call Abraham ·
788-1316.

Anyone and everyone,
I have come that you might have
life, and have It more abundantly..
Jesus Christ

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

. 2233 LE'E RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
: TOLL fREE 800-432·5249

SERVICES

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time.- Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

·~Future

TYPING: Term papers, theses, etc.
EDITING INCLUDED. ·STEPHANY,
678-5087.

OFFICE HOURS
8:30-5 Monday through Friday

Term papers
862-143·2.

TELEPHONE
275-2865

typed . Vivian

Professional Typist. Experienc·e d in
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.
Word Processing and Editing. Profess ion al writer and former
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
Call after 6 p.m. 788·_9097

DEADLINE
Monday at 5 p.m. prior to the Friday of publication.
RATES .
S.50/line Students, Staff, and Faculty
51.00/line Businesses and Non-students
RATE POLICIES
Commercial rates apply to businesses and nonstudents. Rate charges will be determined at the
time of placement.
Payment in advance is required unless a long-term
account is open.
The Future reserves the right to refuse any advertisement.

UCF Knights defeat FIT
by Scott Gunnerson
Well, good old Recreational Ser- '
vices is at it again.
Two weeks ago I made a few comments on some of the sports Rec. Services sponsors, and now it appears
that they feel inclined to seek my approval (or maybe my disapproval) of
·
their new sports.
As I was leaving school a few days
ago, I noticed heavy traffic and decided to use the exit that has a stop
light. I did this simply hoping to
speed up my trip a ·bit. Off, the road I
saw a sign, just like the ones people
always put up, and casually began to
read it. In big, colorful (like me,
maybe?) letters it read, "How about
this Manny Moon? Wally-Ball has
· landed at UCF." Before I could really
make out much more, the light chang·
ed and I was forced to move on.
Upon returning .the next day I
dispelled the notion that I was just
getting conceited by checking the
sign again. Sure 'nuff, that was my
name. About this time I started
thinking (contrary to popular belief, I
can) that maybe all these folks
wanted was publicity. Well guys, you
tickled my fancy, but I'm probably

going to disappoint everybody by
saying that I like the sport. The name
is really obnoxious, but I have never
been known to com.plain about little
things. Without a more sophisti_cated
name though, the sport has no real
chance to ~urvive. Perhaps a more approp riot e
title
would _be
"Facade-Ball" or "Claustro-Ball" or
even "Partition-Ball". I don't know,
but if you ask me, Wally-Ball sounds
like it has some kind of sexual under·
tones.
Oh yea, I guess I should mention:
what the sport is. More or less its
volleyball play~d in a raquetball
court. Ouch!
The whole idea of the game is to
force players to react quickly. It can
be played on any raquetball court, but
plexiglass is preferable. I guess that
way you can watch as players dive
headfirst into the wall. This f<,>rm of
the game has potential to out do even
boxing for its delicious violence.
To whoever made the sign, bravo!
If you don't need it when you're done
with it, I would be pleased to own
such a beautiful work. Just come to
The Future Editorial Office and leave
it in my message box.
One last note: Congrats basketball
players! UCF' s cagers beat Baptist
College 55-51, and Campbell University 69-59 over the weekend. There was
no need to. throw away your game
plan just to make me look bad, but if
that's what it takes ... go for it.

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Flexing their Division I muscle
over last weekend, UCF' s baseball
team beat Florida Institute of
Technology in three straight games,
3-2, 6-2 and 9-8. After dropping the
home-opener to the University of
Florida, 9-4, the K;nights boosted
their record to 3-1.
Muscle is a misleading description
of the 1985 Knights of the diamond . .
UCF head coach Jay Bergman does
not have power hitters that can swat
the ball out of the park. Instead,
Bergman is using the speed on his
r?ster to make up for the lack of
power.
UCF's two speed merchants, ·second baseman Tim Barker and centerfielder Vince Cangelosi, bat third and
fourth in Bergman's lineup. Normally
where bigger and stronger players bat i--.--...-.i
for extra base hits, Barker and
Cangelosi will be getting their ·extra
base hits with stolen bases. In two
games against FIT, Barker stole five
bases and Congelosi stole .thi-ee.
That's how Bergman uses his speed
to compensate for a lack of powerhit, ters throughout his roster. Without a
powerhitter, his third and fourth batters turned four singles and a walk into three doubles and two tr.iples.
·wonder when one of them will steal A UCF player hits one at practice. While the Knights do not have a slugger,
nm Barto/Future
home, after hitting a -single? That will they make up for the lock ·Of power With quickness.
·be the most exciting round-tripper of
the season.
well together. "Your ideas change in So if he gets on base, our leadoff hit~
With the use of the designated hit- college baseball, because you don't ter needs to be a guy that can drive in ·
ter' there are no real weak spots in the have the pitcher batting ninth,"
batting order. Bergman is looking for Bergman explained. "You have a
SEE BASEBALL, PAGE 14
different combinations that will work pretty good hitter batting ninth now.

Cagers~ roll

back Green Wave_

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Overwhelmed by ~ constant flow of new faces coming
off of the UCF bench, Tulane University women's
basketball team found themselves exhausted and could
not buy a basket in the last four minutes of last Friday's
game. The UCF Lady Knights used a complete team effort, all 13 players in key situatio~s. to defeat Tulane,
63-61.
.
Rochelle Lee, UCF's 6-0 senior center, completed both
ends of a one and one free throw situation to give the
Lady Knights the fina~ lead, 62-61, with 2:40 remaining
in the contest. UCF has won it last five.games by.a total
.Pf 13 points.
I

•

Lady Green Wave Stacey ·Gaudet led all scorers with
19 points while teammate Margie Crawford, one of only
two players to come off of the Tulane bench, scored 14
and also grabbed 10 rebounds.
Although Gaudet and Crawford · led Tulane in point
production, they combined to turn the .ball over to UCF
ten times (five each). Crawford fouled out of the game in
the last forty seconds of regulation.
The Lady Knights led Tulane, 30-28, at the end of the
fastest first half. in recent memory. Both coaches never
stopped the .game with a timeout and both teams only
went to the foul three times to shoot two.
SEE LADIES, PAGE 17

UCF soccer players receive honors

Last week, six UC~ women soccer
players were chosen oo compete on
the U.S. Region III South Soccer
team in the Region III State Select
Team Tournament, held in Clear~ater, Florida last weekend.
UCF's representitives were: Jo
Ellen Murchland, Mary Schultz, Cindy Jones, Kim Wyant, Michelle
Akers and Jean Varas. Akers arid
Veras were also chosen as the tourna·
ment's MVPs.
Next, the women will move on to
the National Regional Team Tourna·
ment to be held in June. The location
of the event will be Washington,
D.C..

.·

Jeon Varas

·

______

.....

.......,.....,....~--

Michelle Akers
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We Save You More
Tha·n Time
BUD

COORS

LITE

.PEPSI
6/ 16 oz. N.R.B .

.$5~79
-

$1.49

Plus Other Selected Premi~um Brands
Come Of Age

·TOM'S SNACKS
89•

Suitcase

Nacho T.ortllla
Corn Chips
Hot Fries

...,

24/12 o.z . Cans

FREE

BUYONE
GET ONE

$7.29

Price good 2/21-2/28/85

'VELDA ICE CREAM

OUR FRESH, HOT
N.ACHOS
79C

~,.____.

- $1.19

__________________
PEPSI
2 Liter

Pint

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

/

___..~

~----------------------~

i

- DOLLY MADISON

;

$1.29 .

.

OUR FAMOUS JUM 80 ·
H.O T DOG
69C

FRESH FROM OUR DELI
ROA.S T BEEF

$3.79
.

~

"'."

LB·.
~

r--------------------~--1

...

.i f.~~ BIG GULP k"~ .; .
A BREAKFA$T TREAT/
1 f
1 with the purchase of
~ I
. SAUSAGE
I ·. ~ a Ro'ast Beef Sandwich . · ;
& BISCUIT
I
~~<!'- '
$1.29
I •
II . 3 · ·~ ·
89C
II
~~---------------~---------~~ ~------------------~---~ .
Coupon expires 2/28/85

2 oz.

·:

·

·

Good at University & Dean Rd. store only

..
ElEVEn
®

•
•

.

PRICES GOOD THAU

- - - -- --

2/28/85 at University & Dean Rd. store only

THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION

,,

- - - - - - · - - ~--~--------~~~-~-
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Gators defeat Knight baseball team, 9·4
by Terry Keene

•

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

..

As the Florida Gators baseball
team breezed into town last Friday to
take on the Knights in the season
opener, so did the cold weather. On a
nippy afternoon the Gators beat the
Knights 9-4 before an estimated
crowd of 400 bundled-up fans.
Although the cold was a· factor for
both the players and the fans, it
didn't seem to affect the Gators' offense. The Gators racked up nine runs
on nine hits including five doubles.
The Knights broke on top in the
bottom of the first inning as Tim
Barker, UCF's record-breaking se-

fl

cond baseman, lined a two-out single
to right field and stole second off of
starting Gator pitcher Jeff Fischer.
Centerfielder Vince Cangelosi then hit a sharp grounder, which Gator
shortstop Chris Lombardozzi let go
through his legs to let Barker score
from second. Cangelosi then stole second and scored on catcher Rich
Yochem' s singl~.
The Gators came back in the second
inning to tie the score with the help of
five of 15 walks by three UCF pitchers on the day. With two on by
walks, John Groth walked the next
three batters before getting th~ Gator
centerfielder to ground out.
After. Todd Reese drove in Vince

Zawaski from second with a single in
the bottom of the inning to retake the
lead, it was all Gators for the rest of
the game.
In th.e top of the third inning Coach
Jay Bergman brought in Lamar
Chandler after two more John Groth
walks. After a walk to the first batter
Chandler faced, Gator first basen;ian
Lance Hodges hit into a fielder's
choice to bring in another run. Andre
Weihs then hit a sacrifice fly to put
the Gators in the lead to stay.
The Gators added a run in each of
the next two innings before it was the
Knights' turn to strike in the bottom
of the fifth. After Barker brought in
Reese from second with a single up
~he middle, UCF was left_with a great

· opportunity to catch Florida, but due
to two base running errors, the
Knights were unable to capitalize on
the opportunity.
The Gators went on to score two
more runs in the sixth inning and
once more in the ninth.
Leading hitters for the Knights ·
were Barker and Reese with two hits
apiece. Vince Zawaski scored a run
and had the· only double for the
Knights. The next home game for the
Knights will be tonight at 7 p.m.
when they take on West Florida.
Saturday and Sunday also feature big
games for the Knights as they host
the North Carolina Tar Heels at 1
p.ni. both days.

UCF men's basketball takes ·on Stetson saturday
The UCF men's basketball team ·will have a
chance to even the score against state rival Stetson
this Saturday.
The Hatters, coached by Glenn Wilkes, lead the
series 2-1, including a 74-58 victory over the
Knights in the first round of last season's Florida
Citrus Bowl Tournament. The gaine was tied at
halftime, 30-30, but the Hatters pulled away in the
final eight · minutes to post the victory. High
scorers for the Knights that night were senior
foward Dan Faison and sophomore guard Tom
Cubit, both of whom contributed 18 points to the
UCF attack.
The Knight's victory in the series came in

1980-81, a two-overtime, 75-73 win, while they lost
in the 1973-74 campaign, 86-68.
Saturday night's game will be the last of five
games hosted by Central Florida at the Civic
Ce!lter this season. The Knights are 1-3 at that
complex, their win coming January 5, with a 58-55
win over Wes tern Illinois.
.
More important, th~ Knights are riding a twogame streak. UCF, 8-15, took two road victories
recently, at Campbell (N.C.) and Baptist (S.C.). The
Knights defeated Campbell, 69-59 Saturday night
(February 9), as freshman guard Stan Kimbrough
rolled up 24 points. Two nights later, in.Charleston,
S.C .•. UCF dropped host Baptist, 55-51, as junior

YguCaftEarn

foward Sam Alexander came off the bench to score
16 points.
Stetson was 11-12 overall prior to Wednesday
night's game at Duke. In their last home contest,
the ·Hatters defeated Bethune-Cookman, 100-83 as
six Stetson players reached the double figures. Jay
Daniels led the Hatters with 2.0 points against the
Wildcats and pulled down six rebounds.
Following Saturday's game, the Knights play
their home finale against cross-town rival Rollins
College. That game, to be played February 19 at
UCF, will begin at 7:30 p.m.
The Knights and Hatters- will meet again
February 23 at Stetson.

SKYDIVE·Z·HILLS

~lOOOMore

FACT:

AYear.

As Little As 10 to 20 Hours of

Computer T"tme Translates Into a
$1000 Advantage In Today's Job Market
Believe it. In 1985, over 75 percent of all jobs will have
some interaction with computers. Startling? Then how
about this: over 87 percent of today's work force has
never touched a computer.
Now you can get the edge you need for today's (and tomorrow's) job market.
BITS & BYTES COMPUTING LEARING CENTERS.
They're not a computer store, they're learning center. A
learning center with over 100 computers and thousands
of software programs. A learning center with everything

a

from word processing to advanced calculus. From accounting to physics. From graphics to games.
And BITS & BYTES can help you today, too. In·writing
term papers. With computer~assisted tutorials, special interest classes, computer programming and more.

• IARGE STUDENf DISCOUNfS AVAii.ABLE •
BITS & BYTES. Because what you don't know now can
cost you ll 000 a year later.

Bits
ti Bytes
Computing-Leaming Center

• Equipment Sales
• Open 6 days a week
• Accelerated Free
Fall Course

• Area's Largest Center
• First Jump Course
(square main parachutes)

World's Best known Parachute Center

813·788-5591

Test yourself.
Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read as red, no-white, yes?
Which is a simple one-step test?
Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

2215 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
( 305) 657-2120

iSilld E 18~ IlOA
·1~paJ,IlOA
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Florida Hair Designs

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 11

282·9091 .
Open Sundays 10·5

some runs.''
"What we are really looking
56.00 Haircut for UCF students
at after the first inning is that
Examination
$10.00 shampoo, haircut & blowdry
there are no one, two and
·of the eye
effective through 2·28-85
three hitters in the lineup. We
9918 E. Colonial Dr.
could start off the second innContact lenses
next to Ken's Firearms Perm Special- 525.00 & up
ing with the fourth hitter in
Eyeglasses
the lineup. What we are try- 1-------======--..----=========== -=:=:--I
ing to do is put our players in
the lineup where they compli- I
~~\ces
ment each other,'' Bergman I
said.
I
we accept:
c;te3\ c;et-.1\ce
1340 Tuscawilla Rd.
By the way, just as Darwin I
(corner of Red Bug &
ou~\,\'i
would have it, in the one FIT
• Visa/Mastercard Tuscawilla Rds.)
game where UCF did not
steal a base, Barker and I
(305)657-6786
Cangelosi delivered two extra
On SR 436 at Casselton Corners
bases. 'Both Barker and I
(between Aloma & Howell Branch Rd.)
Cangelosi went two for three
including a double by - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
Cangelosi and a triple by I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;~

·r------- ------------------,

699·4000

·.lfn

I 0 ___'-'
I (Jo

:.~ker. OCF won that game,
In that game Jeff Colton
pitched UCF's first complete
game of the season when he
0

~rn:~:ds~::! ;:1r! t;e;a~~~

1:J

g•rn :t•n

·HMO of·Florida

The invitation just said black tie.
ThankS t 0 your f rten
• ds,
I
• 1..., t d t
you a SO wore a JaCl\.e an pan S.

day's double header. Four
Krughts hit safely two out of
three at~bats-shortstop
Scott McHugh, Barker,
Cangelosi and third basema~
Wayne Schulz. Cangelosi contributed three runs batted in.
In the first game, UCF over
FIT 3-2, the Knights were led
by the bats of Schulz and
designated hitter Mark
Maloney. Schulz went two for
three at the plate, hitting a
double in the second inning to
Maloney. Schulz scored in the
fifth inning on a single _by
Barker. Maloney hit two for
three with two singles.
UCF pitcher Jeff Craft, who
came into the game in relief of
Tommy Novak who gave up
two runs in four and twothirds innings, posted a win.
Craft held FIT to only one hit
in the final two and one-third
innings. Schulz scored the goahead run in the fifth inning,
scoring on a Barker single.
On Sunday, Schulz hit three
for five and batted · in two
runs. Catcher Joe Dawson
contributed three RBis to the
wild offensive game, helping
UCF sweep the series with a
9-8 victory.
UCF starting pi~her Russ
Manion took the win,
spreading five FIT hits over"
six and one-third innings.
Tommy Neild relieved Dave
Rittig, who had walked two
Engineers in the ninth inning.
Neild extinguished the FIT
three-run rally to save the·
game for Manion.

•

Rent a Luxury~
Townhome

at...

+

•

SUSSEXP~CE

$450/month

Sussex Place is just minutes from
the UCF campus. Enjoy spacious
two-bedroom design, private patios,
and your own swimming pool!
Sussex Place is affordable
elegance at its best!
Models open daily.

~=:~:39w
Hwy. 50 (Colonial

Drive).

HOMES
1"1

1J>.'t,•'/l.'."',. ·,• \ foi°l• ll/oY~/I •.

A Division of Residential
Communities of Ameriea

,

ml~iiil
t.liiili.....,.~lillDll-lllil

When none other than .the Dean invites you to
a black tie reception, what do you do? Start borrowing: a jacket here (40 regular), a pair of pants there,
and before you lmow it, you're looking pretty sharp.
And when your formal party is ..... ~
over, there's another one you should "'""'
arrange. Making sure that each
contributor to your wardrobe gets
what he deserves in the form of a
Lowenbrau . .
After all, isn't any friend
worth a cummerbund, worth
one of the world's finest bottles
of beer?

Lowenbrau~ Here's to good friends.

•
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~ Popular

Address
for
UCf
Students!
2 Bed/2 Bath Townhomes
$430 ·

,.

mo. P & I*

only

" My Dad felt that having me live here would b~ a good move economicafly. He's gl~~ I'm
here and close to school. Foxhunt is very popular with UCF students and I've got~ lot of
friends who live here."
(::aroline Satava
Orlando, Florida

;,'t ·~' ·

-

1~~':

)!

'

Fox Hunt Lanes
2
•
~
•
•

.1. Miles From Campus On Alafaya
*A Tremendous Investment:
• Purchase price $53,900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
first year
.

One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM7
6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

cU

~:;

University Blvd.

~~
- - -- - -,

Westinghouse

UCF

~-----

~

~
~

;

CJ)

)!

Colonial-Drive (Hwy 50)

~a~tin Marietta

East West Expressway

D

I
I

' 305~282-4393
After hours: (305) 422-1111

I

I

•
•
•
•

Vaulted ceilings
Open, spacious floor plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
~ Sparkling skylights
' Charming loft

Lk. Underhill Rd .

..

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant. Si~gle
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
·
*Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

6oodman-Payton CB

associates, inc. "'""'"
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STILL RENTING?
WHY .NOT
GRADUATE
TO HOME
OWNERSHIP!
With R.G.A.
Homes!

THIS EXCITING NEIGHBORHOOD
BY R.C.A. HOMES
HELPS YOUR FOLKS EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN!
.

'

.

.

·Close to Campus and A Lot More~ •• from $48,900!
,,

Imagine a modern town home community just two minutes from the UCF campus! Sussex Place
is a young, dynamic community of two-bedroom, two-bath villas with exciting amenities.and
features in a class by themselves! Like lush carpet~
ing, private patios, deluxe dishwashers, generous
N
closet ·space, and mor~! Now you .can live the good
life off campus while. helping your folks build homeowner's equity.

3051281-6393
Located 1/8 mile east of'Alafaya Trail on HWY 50.

•

EAST-WEST EXP.

LAKE UNDERHILL RD.

D

MARTIN
MARIETIA
PLANT

..-

..
WE WELCOME
BROKER
COOPERATION

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

A Division of Residential Communities of America .

•

•

LADIES
FROM.PAGE 11

•

DeAnn Craft, 5-6 junior guard, led UCF in scoring with 14, hitting 7 of 13 from the field . .Craft
credited her points to the lack of defense. On the
season, Craft has shot 52 percent (154-296) from
the field and 81.1 (43-53) from the foul line.
Against Tulane, with less than seven minutes left
in the game and trailing 55-52, Craft received the
ball twenty feet from the goal. With a defender
playing tight Craft faked a shot. Once Craft started.
to dribble and backpedal Craft's defender retreated
to find someone else to cover. With another uncontested shot staring her in the face, Craft singed
the nylon with ct 30 footer.
UCF, 19--6 (results of last night's game against
Tampa University were not available at the time of
the Future's final deadline), held the Lady Green
Wave scoreless for the last three minutes of ball
game. Tulane's final two points from the field came
from Sharon Duclos at 5:02.
After the Lady Knights took the lead on Lee's
free throws, UCF was able to hold on to· the lead
with. outstanding defensive play from UCF's AllAmerican candidate forwards Kristy Burns and
Susan Patz. Both players lead UCF in scoring this,
Burns 18 ppg and :i;>atz l5.7 ppg.

With 1:24 on the clock, Patz, using a rare one-girl
full court press, forced Tulane's Janna Lewis to
step out of bounds under the UCF basket. On offense, Patz scored 12 points and pulled down five
rebounds.
Tulane rebounded UCF's missed shot with little
more than a minute left. Lady Green Wave Paula
Brown, who scored 11 points in the contest, took a
shot that was blocked by Burns. The defensive play
of Burns caused Brown to travel with the ball, giving UCF the ball and the victory.
Even though the box score was not a great one
for the freshmen to send home to the folks, Sabrina
Tussey cam:e in to the last five minutes of the game
and ran the UCF offense like a senior.
Tussey, 5-8 freshman guard, shows little emotion
on the basketball court. Tussey's expressionless
play is the trademark of her confidence to perform
in crucial situations. "I feel I play better in
pressure situations," explained last year's starting
guard for Kentucky in the Kentucky-Indiana high
school all-star game.
Tussey has been trying to convince UCF head
coach Joe Sanchez that she plays better in clutch
situations. Friday night she proved it when she
handled the ·ball-handling chores for the last five
minute, keeping the pressure on Tulane's defense.
After the game Sanchez and assistant coach Gill

Heasley agreed that Tussey provided a key ingredient to the UCF win. Her own key to playing well
is forgetting that she is a freshman on a Division I
team. "I don't think of myself as a freshman when
I'm on the court," Tussey said. "When I'm on the
court, I am just another player trying to win.''
· Another .freshman who has forgotten what class
she is in is Catrina McCants. Mccants, a 5-9 guard,
is the fourth leading scorer on the Lady Knight
squad wiht 7. 7 ppg. She came off the UCF bench
against Tulane to score five of her 11 points in the
final five minutes.

Up Coming Basketball Games
Men

Women ·

· Adults & Children
Dr. A.R. Copely, Jr., P.A.

20% discount to students and faculty

·Ask Me How

EYE EXAMS
Medical treatment
All Contact Lenses (soft, hard, ext. wear, etc.)
. Fashion Eyewear

Call Kenny

(305) 869·8106

855-3100

(81

South Orlando

Also: Ask me how to make extra.$$
In your spare tlmet

Hours begin at 8:00 a. m.

AVOID SP-R ING RUSH!

New Spring Lines
Arriving _Daily

In th·e Courtyard,
next to the Oviedo Inn_ slacks, tops, shorts LADIES APPAREL
ART GALLERY &
INTERIOR DESIGN
1750 W. BROADWAY

OPEN

Suite 1O1 365~9663

- dresses, skirts Basket Workshops
Available

Tune-Up Special $18.50
~

• Adjust Head Set & Bottom Brackets • Lubrication of External Parts
•
• Check & Inflate Tires
• Brake & Derailleur Adjustment
: • Complete Safety Check
• Cone Adjustment on Wheels ~
with coupon only Expires 2·28-85

OPEN 7 DAYS

~ 535 N. Semoran

Mon.-Sat. 9 to 5

Super'IellersAil OverTuwn.
-·

-j; .J

Colonial c

I

·Blvd.
' 275-3976

YoUllRunlnto OUr
......

GA Tech Inv Tourn

Feb. 22

Get Ready For The B~ach
Feel Great·Lose Weight·
$·Back Guarantee

EYE CARE

ale

Stetson at Civic Center
Rollins at UCF Gym
at Stetson
at Xavier
· at Nicholls St.

Feb. 16
Feb.19
Feb. 23
Feb. 28
Mar. 2

-

E-W Express

·~t.'flS -

ENVIROMENTAL
ENGINEER

The Air _Force can make you an attractive offer--outstanding compensation, plus opportunities for professional dev~lopment. You can
h~ve a chall~nging practice AND
time to spend with your family
while you serve your country. Find
out what the Air Force offers
specialists.· Contact:

You can make a quick stop by one of our many SuperTellers at any hour of the day or night. At Barnett we make banking convenient.
And that's what makes us Floridas bank.

11 Barnett ls~~~.~·

MSgt. Rich Owens
1915 Tyrone Blvd.
St. Petersburg, FL 33710
(813)-893-3289

A 1reat way

of

life.
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Place

Tower

10376 E. Colonial Dr. - Union Park

Across from Winn-Dixie and TG&Y

· ~~;=i-~{Q~

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial
Suite 113
East of E· W Expressway and
West of Alafaya

~

' HOURS:
MON.-SAT.: 9 a.m.·8p.m.

START YOUR
SUMMER TAN EARLY!

~~

TANN°i'NG SALON

•
•
•
•

Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems

282-6042

(-FREE--')
1

I

SESSION
With

Call For Appointment

282·6042 ,

I

l

Thi~ Co~~on

~-

·

.

,

,

,

0 ~ .:. • Prescriptions filled • Contact Lenses
- ~9~.~~~·Co~~~
"',~CJ~
• Repairs
• Sunglasses

.ti)_

~

..~ \.~

10 %Discount on Frames and Lenses
with UCF t:D.

M·W-F: 10.6
T·TH: 10·7
Sat: 9·1

277·2949

Tower Place
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

.

•l

-~

1

1O sessions

1

I $20 I
$39.95
I
L __I_ _ coupon Expires 3/lll!.5_ _J

lothing & Accessories
,
] ewelry - 14K gold & Fashion Jewelry ,
14K heart necklace· bracele~

- .. ,

Pick a discount (8% - 90%)

30%·50% off

.

• Gold chains

• Bracelets
Rings
~

j

vJS.4•1

'

f\il}))

T ower Place

~

'

~

)
~ r~~~~~~o?2italfb~~~ONS!P

<r:JJ

!exceptfashioneamngsJ

~

'

t:t:~

•

HIGH TOWER HAIRSTYLING

- S~1te 115
275-0210 ·
(Custom Alterations By:

(id!!J

J~ckie)

.

Tower Cards & Gifts
25°/o OFF

HIGH CLASS HAIRSTYLE
· AT REASONABLE PRICES

A Full Service Salon
15%Discount to UCF Students

ALL CARDS

·with this ad or UCF l.D. 'walk-ins always welcome

Al Reyes
. 'Tower Pla~e
(305) 273-5755
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

Open 7 Days A Week
9-8 Mon.-Sat.
12-6 Sun.

· jsAVE

(Register to win weekly a ·14K necklace)

.0 ·PTICAL
,g:
l=================================;===========I
,

--,--------,

•

. '--~!P!!"_e!.~~~_J
ALDRICH

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms
Meeting FDA Requirements

282-1026

• DISCOUNT GREETING CARDS
•PARTY FAVORS• GIFT ITEMS

,,REGISTER TO WIN $20.00 merc~:ndlsel ,

~;;;;;;;;;::;~~~~;:;;;;;;;;:~;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;~ r---~------,

~SS SLIPP~

$2.00

SHOES I ' OFF ',

WHl'Rl CJNDl'RllLA 5H(yp5

f(JR

WJJ 'PRJ(£5

)

HOURS

10am-6pm
Mon. through Sat.

10376 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
TOWER PLACE
( ACROSS FROM WINN DIXIE I
TELEPHONE 305 1275 -8860

With this
Coupon
And UCF l.D.
Expires 2·21-85
Min. Purchase
$12.99 -

10376 E. Colonial Dr. Tower Place

9 A.M.- 8 -P.M.
Monday - ~aturday
WE MEET OR BEAT ALL
PRESCRIPTION PRICES r

Ali Yousuf, R.PH.
R.E. Webb, R.PH.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday

$1.50 ea.
$1 .50 ea.
$1 .50 ea.
$1.50 ea.
$2.00 ea.
$2.50 ea.

L---------i...l

UNION PARK ·P HARMACY

CIGARETIES
ALL BRANDS
$8.37 CTN+S.TAX

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

10% DISCOUNT ON .
ANY PRESCRIPTIONS
WITH UCF 1.0.

275·5855

We don't just list your ,
home. We represent it.
We give your home the
. · And we've got the power to
exposure it needs to get it
sell. Call today.
sold. Because with over 6,000 Put Number 1 to work for you:·
independent off ices in North
America, the CENTURY 21®
Carol Smith RealtY
system has the power to
llU~2l
10376 E. Colonial
attract buyers from across
c:::;r===-=~
Orlando FL
town and across the country. =rcr-5
(305) 282-0213

,....-.;J.
.
\J'I

Jihl

Tower Place
© l!JH.t C'1•11t111)· ~I lkal ~:,tall• ('urporation ;u; tl'llS!C'l' for th\' :\AE

® a1111"™-tradt'ntarb 11fC'1•nt11ry ~I H1•al K-;tatt• C'orporatin11. Equal llousinl( Oppor1unity@
EACH OFFICE IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED.

•
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P~~ u~=!~~:~·~E ~! 1 Surfers go to nationals
• Complete TEST·N·TAPE·
facilities .
• Skitled instructors and
dedicated, tull·time staH .
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts. l'f~M~M~
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privileges to over
120 localio.ns.

•

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

678-8400
2238 Wini er Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl. 32792

In New Yor1t State Stanley H Kaplan Educat1onat Center ltd

@REDl<EN

A great cut deserves the best care.
Red.ken® products.

~
'It

K Mart

Univ.

l&J

<(
io

M .on. Fri. 9·6

671·HAIR

CALL

Blvd.

UCF's John Daugtlerty surfs his way into second place in the NSSA team open.

Sat. 9-5 - Tues. Wed. Thurs. 9·7
by Scott Vickers

the NSSA sponsered tournament at Playlinda Beach in Titusville giving the U of F
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gator surfers their first defeat. UCF surfer.
Eric Husman, appearing in his first competiFor the first time in UCF's history, the tion took top individual honors in the Men's
Knights' surfing team has qualified for the division.
National Scholastic Surfing Association's
Team members include Bill Burbage, Sean
National Championship .
Atten, Bill McMillen, Brian Holmes, John
The Knights defeated eleven otlier area Daugharty," Eric Husman, Ken Koche, and
schools, including the University of Florida, Carlos Moll in the Men's division; Trish Canin a recent meet at Patrick Air Force Base in non and Tracey Worta in the Women's diviCocoa Beach to qualify for the honor of_ sion and Scott Vickers in the Kneeboard divirepresenting Fl9~ida at the NSSA National sion.
The Surf Club is now in the process of seekChampionsip this August in Huntington
ing funds for their trip to California for the
Beach, California.
The Knight surfer's season did not begin as National Championships, if you would like to
brilliantly, though, as they had to forfeit contribute to their effort, have fund raising
their first match due to clerical errors. The ideas, or .would like more information please
Knights corr~cted their problems and won feel free to call Bill Burbage at 275-4345.
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

IBM PC COMPATIBLE
YOU COULD BUY AN IBM PC
AND PAY $2495
OR BUY A SANYO CO~PUTER

•

1

A-1-~

SANVCJ

$695

Don't get caught in comparing
APPLES & ORANGES. The
Sanyo computer compares only
with the FULL IBM PC . (not
the PC Jr.) e.xcept in price.
• 80~ CPU
• 16 bit computer
• 128k RAM (256k for $128)
• RGB color
• MS-DOS
• WORDSTAR

•
•
•

•
•

Over $900 FREE software
(YO days same as cash, 36
month financing available)
• sorry, no dealers please
EASVWRITER
CALL spreadsheet
Built-in disk drive (2nd
disk drive for Sl 95)
100 FREE programs
printer port

EPSON, Comtrex, Olympia, Okidata, Silver Reed
Over 12 Different Printers
Unlimited Free Computer Classes

-

PALM SPRINGS CENTER

. ~'S

.

(Next to Altamonte Mall In Albertson Plaza)
515 E. Altamonte Dr. (Hwy. 436)
"Over 90 Stores Nationwide"

Mon.·Sat. 10·8, Sun. 12-6
AUTHORIZED DEALER - - -

_
831 3241

Call Us For A Quote
We specialize in Saving you
Monev

MR.Auto~.

,

INSURANCE

Accidtntl, Ticket1, DWI'•
SR·12'• (l1aued on tht S ot).
10408 E. Colonial Dr.
Across from Winn Dixie
WE SPECIAl.IZE IH

s.· v1Na vou1.10NEv

OPEN

MONDAY·
FRIDAY
9-6
SAT. 9·12

282·AUTO

LXA raises $300 for MD
by Scott Wallin
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity and Skoal Tobacco
Company sponsored .a campus wide flag football tournament at UCF last weekend to
benefit muscular dystrophy.
The two day tournament attracted nineteen teams who
partici11ated for those who
can not. Danny Temple, who
is the 1985 MD poster child
for Orange County, was on
hand to watch some of the
football action along. with
other · representatives from

MD.
· In the men's division, the
Manigs rose to the. top of 14
teams to capture the championship. They defeated the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
in a final overtime game,
19-12. The Knights beat the
Supersonics 24-6 to win the
ladies title. Trophies were
awarded to the winning
teams.
Darrell Heckman, a brother
of Lambda Chi Alpha -who
was in Gharge of the tournament, was pleased with the
turnout and support from the
student body. Over $300.00

was raised, the entire amount
going to MD. "It was nice to
see everybody come out and
support a good cause such as
MD," commented Heckman.
"It really shows how college
students do care about what
happens in our society."
Heckman is optimistic
about· holding this tournament again next year, and he
says that Lambda Chi is even
considering holding a softball
tournament to also benefit
Mb. Already the 7-11 corporation has offered to help
co-sponsor the city wide tournament.

·PHOTOGRAPHERS
NEEDED
The Future is looking for photograpers to cover all aspects ·of UCF
news. For more information contact Tim Barto, Photography Editor,
X·2601 or come by The Future Editorial office.

~Future
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

ST·UDENT
GOVERNMENT
We're Working Hard For You !
· Take Advantage of what we have to offer!
Discount Movie Tickets to:
· *General CineIDa
(Fashion Square, Altamonte Mall, Parkwood, Seminole)··

*Plitt
(Colonial Plaza)

* Eastern

Federal

(Conway', Orange Blossom, Northgate)

Discount Attraction Tickets to:
Disney World/Epcot
Sea World
Wet 'N Wild
Busch Gardens
Once Upon A Stage
Rosie O'Grady's

East-West Expressway Tokens
(25 for $5.()0)
.D iscount Photo Processing
Lost and Found

•

•

•

The Entertainment' and Feature Supplement of

~Future

Going
to a
Go-Go

What really goes on Tuesday nights at
Park Avenue Club? This is ladies .night
where the Odyssey Male dancers shake,
rattle, and roll. The men aren't allowed
in until after the show and 600 screaming, panting women act anything but
ladylike

BY

VICKI WHITE

lot of guys are good dancers, and that in itself can
be entertaining. So, a guy may not be the greatest
/ dancer, but his looks or his act can be a show in
They whirl, they strut, they tease the audience itself. "We don't try for a 'meat' team," Belven
and will sell you a kiss for a dollar. They are known · said. ''Some groups will get these guys that look
as the Odyssey male dancers and for five ye~s they real GQ, or they're bodybuilders, and they can't
have been delighting the ladies all over Florida.
dance or entertain.''
While it all looks like fun and games out on the
'In addition, the members try to keep their
floor at Park Avenue Club on Tuesday nights, routines sexy, sensual, as opposed to lewd or rude.
working in the dance troupe is serious business. "We don't allow 'lewd,"' Belven said. Brian adds,
"We issue contracts, pay taxes, and have vacation "We have stiff fines and suspensions (if a ·dancer
and sick-leave," Belven explained. "We are incor- steps over the line between sexy and lewd.)" Both
dancers feel that this principle has contributed to
porated, like a busin~ss."
Most of the members of Odyssey got started on the group's longevity.
Because they do police the show ~o thoroughly,
the road to dancing by winning amateur dance contests. Belven got his start at Park Avenue. A little Belven says that the club doesn't take extra
on the shy side, he says "It took about ten drinks precaution against mischief, such as hiring spotfor me to get out there that first time.''
ters to keep an eye on them. ''We want to be a class
Now he is the head of the Odyssey dancers, who show. We have a lot of grandmothers in the auare based at Park Avenue. He is the governing dience," he said. "Everyone can have fun-we
force behind the troupe, along -with three other don't have anything trashy."
dancers-Brian, Chaz and Grant. Belven calls
They do not go out on the floor with the intention
Brian the "anchor" of the group. "He's the conser- of getting ·their audience sexually aroused, accor·
vative one," Belven explains The rest of the group ding to Belven. ''.It's not a sexual thing, it's an
has been added from auditions or Saturday night entertainment thing," he explains. "If we get a girl
amateur dance contests.
all hot and· bothered after the show and go home
What does it take to become a male dancer? Well, with her, that's fine, but when we're out there dancbesides the intestinal fortitude to take your clothes ing, there's .nothing sexual about it to us at all.
off in front of hordes of screaming wild women, it We're busy concentrating oi:i what our music is,
takes a balance of style and showmanship. ''We · how many minutes we have left, how much clothes
look for individual style, Belven explains, " .. .if a we have left on and where the girl with the dollar
guy can entertain. There are guys. who can enter- bill is.''
·see Dancers page 2
tain, but they may not be the greatest dancers. A

PHOTOS BY JENNIFER MACHTEL

Roger Glover, Ritchie Blackmore, Ian
Gillan, John Lord, Ian Paice--the
original Deep Purple are back together
and have a hot new album out, Perfect
Strangers. Are they still the CroMagnons of heavy metal?

February 15, 1985 Volume 1 Numbers

The editors of Glamour magazine have put
together a new book that details effective
dressing at home and on the job. The clothes
you wear may determine whether or not you
get that job.

2, Confetti, February 15, 1985
Dancers from page 1

Albums
DEEP

PURPLE/

Perfect

Strangers
Polydor Records

It's been quite awhile since
Deep Purple's last release as a
band. Perfect Strangers was
recorded in a mobile studio in
keeping with Deep Purple
tradition but the tracks
themselves are a different
story.
Long gone are the raw
vocals a·n d savage guitar riffs
of the late '60s and early '70s.
However, the album does
possess a few strong points
that are impressive _on a second·listen. This is the type of
album that grows on you each
time you put it on.
The first single released,

"Perfect Strangers," is the
hardest track. and is reminiscent of old Purple. The
keyboards are not up to par
with such old favorites as
"Hard Lovin' Man" or as
psychedelic ~s '.'Livin Wreck''
but it does have . a good
backbeat and excellent
vocals.
Appearing on the second

BeeontBar®

side, ·"Under the Gun" unfolds with .heavy rock-n-roll
which stays consistent
through the rest of the cut.
But the album itself is not
consistent with good tracks
like those I've mentioned.
Time, technoldgy and trend
have softened their style and
it is apparent on their other
two
single
releases,
"Nobody's Home" and
"Knockin' At Your Back
Door." Although "Knockin"
does contain an exceptional
guitar solo, complete with
synthesizers "Nobody's
Home" has a totally '80s
s6und which would describe
the rest of the cuts.
BY PAT VERNON

lop Te·n Albums

Here are the fastest selling albums in Orlando according to Record Bar:
(l)Like A Virgin--Madonna
(2)Agent Provocateur--Foreigner
(3) Vallotte--Julian Lennon
(4)Reckless-Bryan Adams
(5)Purple Rain--Prince ·
(6)Chicago 17--Chicago
(7)Emergency--Koo1 And The Gang
(8)Make It Big--WHAM!
(9)Eddie And The Cruisers--J ohn Cafferty and Beaver Brown
(10)1100 Bel Air Place--Julio Iglesias

Calendar
-

- Thomas H. Heiman, an authority on ex- Saturday at 9 p.m.
traterrestrial anthropology and UFOs, will
J.J. Whispers (629-4779)- 904 Lee Road. A
present his lecutre "UFO's, Space and Star Search contest will be held on Sunday,
Humankind: The Ultimate Frontier" at the Feb. 17 in search of new talent. If you can
John Young Planetarium located in the sing, dance, act or do anything, join the fun.
Orlando Science Center this Saturday at The show begins at 8 p.m. Admission is $3.
12:30 p.m. The Planetarium is located at 810 The Whispers Showroom features The Starz
E. Rollins St. Orlando. Tickets are $3 Adults, Band from 9 p.m. Tuesday-Saturdays. Video
$2.50 children (members $2.50 and $2). For Ballroom in Shouts,. from 9 P:m.
details, call 896-7151.
Wednesdays-Saturdays.
PAC has organized a trip to the Bahamas Point After Lounge (273-9600) 11599 E. Colduring spring break. The trip will be .March onial Dr. The band Momentum will perform
14-17, four · days and three nights, . in this weekend. 1964-A Tribute to The Beatles
Freeport. The cost including round trip air· will be performed on Sunday, Feb. 24 at 9
fare and accommodations at the Bahama p.m. Tickets are $5:
Rosie O'Grady's Goodtime Emporium
Princess Hotel, is $199.00. A $100 deposit is
due on February 15. Call 275- 2611 for (422-2434)- 129 W. Church st~ . downtown
· Orlando. Erlfie Carson ~ appear Sunday
details. Seating is limited.
Jimmy Buffett will perform Friday, Feb. 15 and Monday, Feb. 17 and 18. Call for more inin the Sun Dome at the University of South formation. Shows are nightly at 7:30, 9:30
Florida, Tampa. Tickets are $l3 and are and 11:45 with Dixieland music by The Goodavailable through Select-a-Seat outlets. Buf- time Jazz Band.
fett will also perform at the Florida Institute
Altamonte Mall (834-3334)-Beverly Hill~
of Technology's Southgate Field i.n Cop and Vision Quest.
Melbourne. Tickets are $14. Call (305)
Fashion Suqare (896-2571)-Passage to In768-8132.
dia, The Killing ·Fields, Fast Foward, Turk
The Pointer Sisters will perform at the Bob 182, The Breakfast Club, and Mrs. S~ffel.
Carr :Performing Arts Centre on Feb. 24 at 8
Interstate 6 (831-3050)-Fantasia, The
p.m. Tickets are $14.
Breakfast Club, The Mean Season, Heaven
Rush will perform March 11-12 at 8 p.m. at Help Us, Mischief and The Killing Fields.
the Lakeland Civic Center arena. Tickets are
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753)-Amadeus and
$15.
lefischief.
Cheek to Cheek (644-2060)- At the Villa Plitt Theatre (894-8021)- Beverly Hills Cop
Nova. 839 N. Orange Ave., Winter Park. · and Vision Quest.
King Cowboy will perform on Monday, Feb.
Twenty-First Century (896-9382)- The
18 at 9 p.m. Tickets are $3 at the door. Ron Lady Vanishes, The Terminator, The Song
Laws will perform on Monday, Feb. 25 at 8 Remains the Same, Supergirl; Fellini's 8 1-2,
and 10:30 p.m. Tickets are $12.50. The house L'Age D'0r, The Spy Who Loved Me, and
band Paradise performs every Tuesday- Thief of Hearts.

"We've had girls come up and ask point-blank 'you don't
get excited when I dance with you?' and the point is, there
are 600 people out there. After awhile you don't even
recognize faces," he adds. ~ you may kiss a girl and to her it's
the greatest thing in the woorld. She may come up to you
after the sho~ and say, 'I loved your kiss' and you may not
even know who she is."
Generally speaking, the audience is aware that it is all in
fun, although once in awhile somebody gets a little carried
away. "Seems lik~ I'm always the -one that has that," Belven
laughs. ''This one lady for some reason really wanted ta rip
my pants off," Belven says. "So I caught her by the wrists
and squeezed. She did it a few more times, and I got mad and
turned aound to her and said, 'Look, if you do it one more
time I'm going to throw you out.' She did it again, so I grabb. ed her out the crowd and took her to the emcee and told him
to throw her out.''
.
''Then there was this other night where a girl tried to rip
my pants off. I guess she thought she could be a lot of fun
with her. friends by ripping my shorts off. They hu~tled her
right out the front door," he added. "We don't need that kind
·
of stuff around.''
Of all the members of the group, Belven is the only one who
is married-he met his wife at Park Avenue. How does his ·
wife react to his dancing? "She is ve.r y supportive to me," he
says, "she doesn't like it, but she tolerates it." Brian
presents another point of view: "She s~ts up there and
laughs."
Both -dancers say that their onstage persona is completely
different from the way they are in real life-sort of an alter
ego. "You get out there and have a good time-that's the
whole thing. It's business until you hit the floor. Then you're
an entertainer,'' Belven says. "With me, I'm basically shy,
but when I hit the floor, it's an acting job. When I hit the
floor I'm the funnest guy in the world."
"You be someone you are not, and when you get on the
floor, you have to ·be that, to project that, and not be afraid,''
he adds. Still; he find~ it easier to entertain large groups than
to work for private parties. "You put me in front of 600 ·
women and I go crazy, but you get me in a smaller group, and
it's another story. It's too personal for me." Because of this,.
he handles the calls for private parties, letting the other
dancers perform at these events.
The group handles all of its own bookings, although Belven
says that lately they have been in such demand that clubs
have been calling them to perform. "We could perform six
nights a week right now~ but that's too exhausting,'' he explains.
They also do not spend hours practicing or working out to
keep iz:i top shape. "I work out normally," Brian said. "If it
wasn't for dancing I'd prQbably be fat and slobby now. But
just because I have to be slim, I put mo.re into my workout."
Briari lifts weights and jogs to keep in shape and "keep the
belly off." "I get a belly on me and there go my tips," he
laughs.
They generally don't rehearse routines beforehand, unless
{t's a new one they are incorporating into the show. At present, they have a large repertoire of acts from which they put
together a show. Besides dancing, they . have comedy
routines, such as Chaz's "K-Mart blue light special guy" act
in w~ch he comes out, the epitome of frumpiness, in long
underwear, jogging shorts, mangled shirt and stomped-on
hat.
·
Dancing out of their clothes (or at least mo.st-·of them) isn't
all they do. Most of the members of the group have daytime
jobs. They also performed at a fashion show for Giovaiµri' s
rece~tly, doing a space dance number, in full alien makeup.
"It was different for us," Brian said. "It was just a little
s·exy, but we kept our clothes on." Belven adds, "It was also
a little different to look out in the audience and· see a lot of
guys.''
Men are not allowed into Park Av~nue on Tuesday nights
until after the show .. This can be rather interesting to the
uninitiated, when they pull up to the door of the club and are
told they can't come in bec~use they are guys. ·
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Beach Boys make movie; Frankie scores in U.S.
BY

RICHARD TRUETT

Surf's Up Dept.: rhe Beach Boys, after 21 years

Entertamm·ent

the drumming tracks for the band's forthcoming
LP. Allens vows to continue drumming for Def
Leppard. He is consul ting some other one-armed
drummers for tips and advise. The vice president of
the Ludwig Drum Co. has offered to construct a
special drum kit for Allen. Tour dates are forthcoming.
Tina's TUI'n: The third installment of the Mad
Max series has just been completed and it stars
Tina Turner. If you haven't seen Mad Max o.:. The •
Road Warrior, you've missed two cult classics. Mel
Gibson will reprise his role as the post-nuclear ·war
nomad in search of petrol for his supercharged car.
Going Strong, But Not For Long: Hall and Oates,
after rewriting pop music history are taking a
break after their current tour winds down. Oates
wants to do some solo work, Hall wants to do some
vacation work. Oates, who crooned their comeback
hit "You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling" has a voice
that is too good to sing backup. It won't be long
before he is burning up the charts all by himself.
Trivia Dept.: In the mid-'60s a group named The
Barbarians had a drummer with only one hand.
What was his first name?

together, finally have a movie out. The Beach Boys:
An American Band opened in 10 cities across the
U.S. last week. The movie is more or less a
documentary. Instead of long wordy interviews of
talking heads, the film is comprised of clips from Hollywood Britain's premiere faggot · band has
·throughout their career. The Beach Boys are also racked up its first U.S. top forty hit with "Relax."
handling backup vocal honors on David Lee Roth's If the words homo and faggot offend anyone,
mindless remake of "California Girls." The movie's · remember that I said nothing about the quality of
main focus is on Brian Wilson, the on-again, off- their music, which is really the only thing that matagain, burned-out, driecl-up, fried-out recluse. ters anyway. Yes, Frankie is quite gay antj. they
Believe it or not, Wilson looked like America's have been all the rage across the pond for over a
answer to Paul McCartney for aw4ile in the '60s. year now. In fact, F.G.T.H. use every chance they
At this late date in The Beach Boys' career, one get to advertise their sexual preference.; they enjoy
question comes to mind concerning their movie: being known as homos. After seeing the lead fruit
Who cares?
salad ·on a TV interview, I am begining to think
What The World needs Now: There is a burgeon- Boy George O' Dowd isn't so bad. How could a
ing segment of our society that thrives on "profes-' country that produces such great things like
sional wrestling." This small segment must be Jaguars anq MGs also turn out such stuff as
growing by leaps and bounds because- A and H F.G.T.H.?
Videos will be packaging videocassettes with the tiNo More Arms Race: Richard Allen, Def Lep."
tle The Best of World Wrestling Foundation. These pard's drummer lost his bid to keep the arm that
will be issued in volumes. A and· H vice president was severed after an aut_o crash. Allen smashed his.
Marcia Kesselman says her company has been Corvette Stingray into a brick wall and tore off his
Send suggestions for Entertainment Beat to:
swamped with requests for products and she thinks left arm. Doctors labored frantica:µy to reattach the
there·will be a big demand. Who·watches this &mar- severed limb and they thought that the operation Richard Truett c/o The Future P.O. Box 25,000
~ my pap anyway? Who Will buy this junk?
would be successful until they discovered an infec- Orlando, Fl. 32816, or stop by .The Future news ofHomos invade the top forty Frankie Goes To tion had set in. Ironically, Allen had completed all fice.

Kinks
invade
Florida
BY VICKI WHITE

Florida was invaded by the
British last Friday night as
the Kinks took the stage of
the Lakeland Civic Center.
The Kinks were greeted by
a roar of aplause as they came
out playing "Do It Again,"
from ·their newest release,
Word Of Mouth. Ray Davies
was in fine form, scampering
on and off stage to change into a new set of clothes after
every few songs.
The band primarily played
selections from their two·
most recent albums, Word Of
Mouth and State Of Confusion, but they did reach back
into the vaults to bring out
such classics as ''I Want To
Be Your Lover" and "Lola," a
song that Ray Davies likes to
tease hls audiences with.
;
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corroent .a.Ilsa 1< gave
Kinks fans a chanee tiID.•check
out a ·new addition to the
band, bass guitarist Jim Rodford. Looking like a kid next
to the Davies brothers, with
his small stature and a
baseball hat pulled almost
over his eyes, he definitely
put his all into the show, his
licks putting ~ore power
behind Dave Davies' playing.
1

The only regrettable part of
the concert as that it did not
last longer. One-and-a-half
hours really isn't quite long
enough to really "experience"
the Kinks. It gives one a teasing taste, and leaves a person
longing for more. On the
other hand, they put so much
energy into the concert they'd
have to be real "Supermen"
to be able to,cover much more
of their work.

-~~--------•
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Good cast, original plot highlight
BY PAT VER~ON

Brothers who run the
Catholic high school for boys·.
He befriends' four very colorful personalities who are willing to show him what it takes
to get along in the new school.
Brother Constance, a strict
disciplinarian, is appalled at
the boy's carefree lifestyles
aiid tries his hardest to
change them.
The cheering and. applause
from the audience was proof
of director Michael Dinner's
-talents 1 The noisiest reaction
came when Dunn finally has
it out with Brother Constance
and showed just how involved
the audience became.
This Tri-Star rel.ease has
quite an impressive cast including Donald Sutherland,
Kate Reid and John Heard,
who plays a young brother
.
.
•
.
looking for change within the Kevm D.1llon stars as Rooney, the self styled stud and troublemaker who is the halfschool system.
baked leader of the class of misfits at St. Basil's
© 1gasTri-StarPictures.

Heaven Help Us is not just
another film about adolescent
antics. It is unique in
characterization as well as
plot and has assembled a fine
cast of actors for this funny
.. yet touching story of five
Catholic· boys growing up in
Brooklyn in the mid-'60s.
· Kevin Dillion, who portrays
Rooney, the school stud, carries most of the comedy in
this film and does it in such a
way that you can't help but
be impressed with his fine acting and performance. In one
particular scene Rooney gives
out advice on how to "get a
light sentence" while standing at the head of the line for
confession.
Michael ·Dunn, played by
Andrew McCarthy, arrives at
St. Basil's indifferent to the
ways of the Christian

What is None of the Above? Find out in next wee-k's

THEEXG

282·4145

WE.DELIVER
Pizza, Subs, and Beverages
Next to Cumberland Farms
AEROBIC

l 0520 E. Colonial Drive

11 am-1 Opm
11 am-11 pm
l 2pm-9pm

Monday-Thursday
Friday-Saturday
Sunday

r----------.,---~--------,

I

$2 OFF

.
I
ANY LARGE PIZZA
I With 2, 3, 4, or More Items I

I

$1 OFF

I

I ,. ANY PIZZA. II

JOGGING • Run o n o ur spec ially designed
b anked a nd c ushio ned running track .

SW
- IM
_M_
; ;_GP-00-L _

With 1 Item

L_J.?~~~~~~~-i--~~~~~~~-~
10% Discount to U.C.F. students
Not valid with other discounts

H-_____

_

__J

L

RE!EPT (

£

JOIN NOW~
ON ,LIMITEI
8r
SILVER Ml
Official training site of the

EXPIRES
3/10/85

AEROBICS AREA • Improve your cardiovascular
condition and. local muscle endurance in professionally developed aerobic dance classes.

r
l

.
.
. .
SWIMMING Pool • En JOY~ re 1a xi ng swim 1n our

Orlando Renegades players ·a
cheerleaders
•
The walls are up, the roof is on, .
the equipment is being delivered.
Soon the most incredible total ..
fitness facilities Orlando has ever
seen will be open.
This is your chance to get in on
the excitement. Join the all new•
Bally Health & Racquetball Clubs
now while you can still save 45%
on our Limited, Bronze & Silver •
memberships, and get from the
day you join until the day the
1b

~~~~~~1g~~,:ttomirc@~ ~H~~If~6&
4650 S. Semoran Blvd. 2 miles
south of Curry Ford Rd., 200 yards
south of Pershing Ave., 277-1144

1700 N. Semora~ B
1 mile north of Aloi
c .. -

•
•
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How not to get shot down at .b ars
BY NANCY BAILES

Ladies, have mercy upon those men who ask you
to dance at nightclubs. They know that there is a
good chance that you will say no, but they bravely
set the:rp.selves up for rejection anyway. Give the
guys a break.
Gentlemen, do not be surprised if this plea falls
upon many deaf female ears.
What is it that makes women so leery of dancing
with men they do not know? For some unknown
reason, men cannot dance. Not all men, of course,
but many ·more men than women seem to have
some kind of inner ear problem, causing them to
dance leaning at a 90 degree angle. Rarely will -a
woman do something on the dance floor that .will
make her dance partner cringe. On the other hand,
many men seem to be able to embarrass their dance
partners the moment they step on the dance floor ..
Unfortunately, I have no explanation for this
phenomenon. My friends and I have been aware of
it for a long time. We found that even a guy who
looks like Mel Gibson can be a disaster on the dance
floor. Recently, my boyfrie.nd finally realized why
women are hesistant to dance with strangers. After
watching the weird gyrations of some of the men on
the dance floor at J.J. Whispers, he said, "No
wonder girls always say no when you asked them to
dance."

''Watch the movie Saturday Night Feuer.
Study John Travolta carefully. Memorize
all of Travolta 's moves. Then make a
solemn vow never to use any of those moves
in front of another human bei_ng. ''
Yes, women are scar-ed to dance with men.
Women do not want to be embarra,ssed. A man who
has no idea of how to dance, or one who has very
strange ideas of how to dance, can cause a bad case
of dance floor embarrassment.
Not that.women cannot do ridiculous and embarrassing things on the dance floor. I once saw a
woman drop to her knees·in what looked like a very
poorly choreographed fertility dance. Having never
se~n the fertility dance before, her dance partner
was properly shocked and embarrassed.
Men are, _however, the chief offenders on the
dance floor . . How can men improve their batting
averages in the danncing game? The following suggestions may help:
e Dance in front of a mirror in order to see what
you look like. Yes, you will feel silly, but it is much
better than feeling silly in front of hundreds of peopie at·a nightclub.
e Watch the movie Saturday Night Fever. Study
John Travolta carefully: Memorize all of Travolta's
moves. Then make a solemn vow never to use any

'EMENT IS-BUILDING
NORCANDO

r·

•.
COED
EXERCISE
WEIGHT
ROOM

RACQUETBALL
3

United States Naval Reserve

The Naval Reserve Sea and Air Mariner
program has it all contact Rick Morell,
Scott Morgan, Phil Fettig or. Larry Barnes
at ·<305) 420-6265.

ADVANCED TRAINING CENTER• A full line of
freeweights and equipment designed to isolate
specific muscle groups.

RACQUETBALL • Enjoy a fast game of racquetball
on regulation-size, hardwood racquetball courts.

RaCquetball Club lvd. (Hwy. 436),
ma Blvd., 678-1118

Young men and wqmen for the

CO-ED EXERCISE AREA • Firm a d shape your body
on the latest progressive resistance equipment
including the newest from Nautilus.'

SAVE 45·0/o
BRONZE
I M'BERSHIPS
course you could wait until we
open to join, but then you'd have
to pay full price.
You'll get everything you want in
a health club at Bally, including
the most elaborate co-ed exercise and aerobic center in the
area.
Don't miss this opportunity to get
in on the action now at Orlando's
new Bally Health & Racquetball

WANTED
('1Up to $4,000 available
in tuition assistance
~$82.00 or more f~r ·
one weekend a month
M" F-ree travel (on space
available basis)
·
" Training in 73 fields

RACQUETBALL RACQUETBALL
1
2

TRACK

of those moves in front of another human being.
Also, pack up your fake gold chains and polyester
print shirts and give them to Goodwill.
• No matter how proud you are of the breakdancing moves you have just learned, leave the back
spins at home. women are not thrilled when you
ask them to dance, and then you drop the floor and ·
spin like a top. I have seen a guy do this. He was
very nice looking and dressed to kill He asked a
girl to dance. She seemed impressed with_his good
looks and said yes. As soon as they hit the dance
floor, he hit the floor. He was spinning so fast that;
one of his.shoes flew off and almost injured an innocent bystander. His partner had the good sense to
leave him on the floor by hiµiself.
• Do not make lewd gestures toward your dance
partner. Unless you are at Thee Doll House or Club
Juana, suggestive wiggling has no place on any
respectable dance floor. You also risk a slap in the
face if your partner thinks your gestures are too
lewd.
• Do not ask a girl to slow dance and then use
the opportunity .to grope her to ·death. If you say,
"Would you like to be groped?" instead of "Would
you like to dance?" and she say~ yes, then you have
· her permission. It is still a very rude thing to do in
fr.ont of other people. If a woman says she would
like to dance, it is not an invitation to be squeezed
like a pack of Charmin.

Information Center and exercise
facility now open. 1068 N. Semoran
in Goodings Plaza, 339-0680

The most
sensational sound
you'll ever see!_

A

orn..~~~~r [GlG~~~

]\,"..,.,,;;;;;,

RE RELEASlD BY !UNA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO 11'£
@t.CMXL WALT DISNEY PAOCtCTIONs

J{J~ rECHNCO\.oR

Opens Friday, February 15th at a theatre near you.
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PASS CLAST?

Three books written

Knight Mares

ESPECIALLY .
To teach the CLAST objectives.
GETTING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95, 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and
mathematics

t's not true that women have always been supressed throughout history!
~~-.Once, back in the gothalic days of academia was a relatively peaceful
kingdom called "University" ... which was established by a conglomeration of
persecuted educators and misunderstood idealists, whose purpose it was to dispose of
the savagery from ignorance shared by other kingdoms preceding it. Mistake not weak
the kingdom of University, which maintaine~ an ever powerful restraint from the common brutalities of conquering and pillaging thy neighbors. Education alone t'was
most revered as everyone of University participated toward its advancement.
Women played a significant role to that society's development. Ideally high were
the womens philosophies which gained them the respectablity and knowledge of 'Am·
bitious Spirit' once reserved exclusively to men. Overcoming the social barriers of eons
of traditions does not come without hardships, and their ever continuous struggle
towards equal acceptance hasn't come without sacrifice. 'Tis the strong willed women
of Univers~ty that first allowed women equal right. However, if not for the brave
"Mares" sorority, relu,ctant women fearing male reprisals might never have persuaded
their knightly-macho counterparts to take notice of their sufferage (sic.).
Gradually, the Mares virtuous influence grew to break through distinct social bar·
riers once inhibiting them .. Though the Mares made great strides when compared to
their predecessors afore them, they realized they sti.11 had far to go; old ideals tend to
perpetuate and die slowly! Moreover they knew they had achieved equal rights, as yet,
they wel'.e still to acquire equal access!

COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $18.95, 495 pp.
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format,
notation; and thrust Especially strong in logic.

As!< in your COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE NOW!!
'

'

H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Cle;:irwater,
FL 33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835 ..

•

Dust Thou Art

~~rUtJi
by Steven Vachon

Knlght Mares

. - - - - - - - - - - - - . U h oh, this time I'm in for.It!
Late for lecture
as usuall I hope ""
Prof.. Peepers will
cut me a break.

-

Sponsored by:
Newman Club
(Catholic)·
·wesly Club
(Methodist)
Canterbury Club
{Episcopal)

Feb. 20

--

You're late again, Miss Knight. ·

I

"'

11:00
student
Organizations
Lounge
(near cafeteria)

•

,

:Ash Wednesday
lI -

TUESDAY NIGHTS ·
"HOSPllALfTY NIGHT"

•

AH hotel, restauront, nightcJub
servers get
odmission with
employee 1.0. ot recent check stub.

•

m

THURSDAY
NIGHT

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOiBAll.~SPECIAL

·

• "~O":P.M: F~eE tiRrkKS
.~ 9.cSb P.M: 56¢ DRINKS
1

. A lip-Sync Talent contest.
Big cash and prize awards,
lmitote your favoriJe recording star and win1

.

Contest

• 10:00 P.M. 51.0'0 DRINKS

TUESDAY
NIGHT

. Contest Is judged by:
J) lip Syncability 4) Showmanship
2) Originality
5) Audience response
3) C0stumes
6) Use of the microphone

• GENTLEMAN'S NIGHT

• FREE ENTRANct FOR MEN
• 50¢ DRAFT BEER ALL NIGHT LONG

$$$ BIG CASH and PRIZES $$$

j

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
• LADIES NIGHT
• LADIES DRINK FREE AT 8:00-9~00
• FREE ENTRANCE & FREE FROZEN DAQUIRIES

HOURS:
MON.·THURS. 8P.M.·2A.M.
FRIDAY
6P.M.·2AM.
SATURDAY _ 8P.M.·2A.M.

ALL N·EW

o~n

to all air banes ot indMdual
·
tolents.
· ·
For details and entry contact Lee Barnard
(Monday ~ friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
Call 851-3962

,

$100 FOR WEEKlY 1ST PLACE
AND THE CHANCE TO COME
BACK IN niE FINALS AT A LATER
DATE FOR THE GRAND PRIZE OF

$1,000 cash

•

Men get in FREE with 50¢
droft au e'lening

Lip·Shticf< Contest

• BEAT THE CLOCK
· • LARGE SCREEN MONDAY NITE

-·

Balloon drop With CASH and PRIZES
inside at midnight

'5Qs and '60s

•

~~·

~~Hap~¥ t1Ho.ur
.Monday through Friday
. with '50s ·& ~60s
Rock Ns Rollt Contest, Fun

•

Featuring

•

I

-· -

Prof ROB LABBY
The Wildest,.Craziest,
Fun Guy yc>u want to
/ meetJ

•

·Keeping Humanity
on the verge of Insanity

.

Monday-Friday
from 4:00-8:00

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE 4893 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
MON.·THURS. WITH l.D. .
Capacity For Over 1000 Party Goers 11112 a.m.

PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

•

851 •3962

•

CALL FOR OUR MANY NIGHTLY SPECIALS

~

.
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Job interviews ·require
women to dress for success
BY PAT VERNON

Women graduating this spring are probably writing and rewriting resumes,
sharpening skills, and making important contacts.
According · to Glamour's Success Book,
women looking for a career should be
scrutinizing their wardrobe just as carefully.
The editors of the book are aware of the
changes women are going through in the
:work world; they realize the competition for
jobs is tough and the two income family is ·
here to stay. And so Glamour's Success Book
tries to address the modern woman by outlining beauty and dressing styles and tips. One
has to use judgement while perusing through
the pages because the book tries to be all
PHOTO/TIM .BARTO
things to all people.
_.The book guides women on building a work·
This is Glamour ·m agazine's success
ing wardrobe so they can look compete:tit and
book. It details how women should
feel confident. The point they make is that
. ·dress professionally and casually.
womenm should learn to dress the way they
want to be perceived, then get·on with their
goals. That's practical ac;ivice that makes amples of short, · medium, and long hair are·
10%
sense in today's world.
.
.
also given. This is worth a good going over
Glamour's Success Book is loaded with before the hairdresser yanks out the pruning
helpful common sense-type information that shears.
every woman should know. For instance,
A lot of the content of Glamour's Success
chapter three is devoted exclusively to color Book sounds like what you would read in a
and its psycho4>gical implications. The how-to column in a fashion magazine. The
chapter utilizes theories and research about book takes the best of all these columns and
677-1119
positive and negative feelings associated rolls it into one easy-to-read guide with the
UCF Student Discount
with color. Red is decribed as vulgar, blue goal of helping wom~n acl:lleve a professional
.
depressing, and yellow eccentric. Although it image.
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~I · is interesting reading, it may ·not be apThe book is quick to point out that clothes
plicable to everyday dressing, but nontheless won't get you hired-your skills will. ·But 'if
it is good to know.
you look out of place or wrong for the job and
One of the weaker points o~ the book is your resume is right, someone else may get
chapter eight-it should have been left out. the job.
"How To Solve Your Beauty Problems" is a
To prove this point Glamour conducted a
catch-all phrase. It covers everything from survey of personnel directors across the counwhat to do about mousy brown hair to what' try. The.directors of conservative as well as
to wear to dinner. This seemed a bit out of ·liberal organizations were sent five photos of
place in a boo~ that is geared to a more the same woman wearing different kinds of
serious approach to molding a professional clothing. The directors were asked to choose
· which woman would get the job if each were
image.
The other chapters in the book focus on equally qualified. Even the editors were surpractical, usable information. The editors of- prised with the results.
fer suggestions for building a basic working
Both conservative and liberal organiza·
1Jaey all point in OM 4lrtttian
wardrobe and how to add sportswear, dressy. tions overwhelmingly chose the same woman.
RIGHI' TO OUR BANK
and casual pieces that coordinate with it so The outfit: a skirt, suit jacket, a silk blouse
you don't spend a fortune.
with a bow and had classic shoes and acThere are sketches of clothes, shoes, purses eessories. One personnel director said about
and accessories that illustrate their sugges- the woman: "I would offer the job to this
tions. Glamour's Success Book puts forth the woman because, on the basis of visual im·
modest proposal that time taken choosing pact, the total look results in a serious, self·
YOUR FRIENDLY HOMETOWN BANK .
clothes and organizing closets and drawers assured image. She does not deny her
pays off. They ·say organization elimi~tes · femininity."
.
156 GENEVA DRIV-E• P.O. BOX 729
~ trying on 10 different outfits to look the way Of course once you're in an organization you
you want. Sound familiar? This is a problem can take cues from fellow employees and your
• OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
-no one needs early in the morning before leav- ·boss on acceptable dress. :aut, if you want to
ing for work.
.
climb the job ladder, Glamour says it is best
EQUAL HOUSING
· There is a chapter devoted to hairstyles to stock up on the same conservative clothes
MEMBER FDIC
(305) ~65•6611
LENDER
and makeup for job interviews.and work. Ex- that helped land the job.
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discount with student I.D .
or mention this ad.
comer of University and Goldenrod
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X~t.t.0/TH STUDENT ID
The Ultimate Spring .Break!
.

4 Days and 3.nights at Freeport's
Bahama Princess Hotel
Roundtrip Airfare
$199.00

$100 Deposits Due Now
Trip limited to 100 available spaces
March· 14-17.

,

Friday,the 22
8:~0p.m.
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Sundav,the 25

.. .

8:30p.m.
on the Green
/
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I ·Pool · Tournament
1
Saturday &. Sunday . . .
i.
The ·23rd and ·24tlr · I
I

-
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1

. Prizes for 1st . 2nd ·, 3rd .
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Sign up ·in the Student
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